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1. INTRODUCTION 
There has been considerable interest in the excursions of a Markov 
process in recent years. Perhaps the most important general result is that of 
Maisonneuve [13], in which the existence of an "exit system" is established. 
This general result was applied to the study of specific excursions by Getoor 
in [5]. Then Maisonneuve recast and generalized these results in [14] where 
he showed how to discuss the excursion straddling a certain class of stopping 
times T. These included the excursion straddling a fixed time and the first 
excursion whose length exceeds a given value which were discussed in [5]. 
The purpose of this paper is to study excursions for processes which satisfy 
duality conditions. A start in this direction was made in Section 10 of [5] 
under assumptions that were much too strong. 
It turns out that the appropriate duality hypotheses are stronger than those 
of "classical" duality as described in [I]. We assume the existence of dual 
transition densities rather than the weaker assumption of dual potential 
kernel densities. Our precise assumptions are described in Section 2 and 
especially in Section 3. In particular it is shown in these sections that a 
systematic use of space-time processes obviates the need for any regularity 
assumptions on the density over and above the Chapman-Kolmogorov 
equation. 
Section 4 summarizes the special properties of additive functionals under 
our hypotheses that are needed in later sections. In Theorem 4.5 we show 
that if M is a closed homogeneous optional set, then, under duality 
assumptions, there exists a Borel set F cE  × E such that Me3 ]0, ~[ and 
{t > 0: (Xt_, Xt) ~ F} are indistinguishable. 
In Section 5 we begin the discussion of excursions from a closed 
homogeneous optional set M with R - - in f{ t>0:  tCM}.  If F~E×E 
corresponds to M as above, R----inf{t: (Xt_,Art) ~F} almost surely. 
Especially important is (5.17) which gives the joint distribution of R, X R, 
and X R . This is obtained by applying a reversal argument to the excursion 
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straddling a fixed time. The basic ingredients in these and later formulas are 
the density q(t ,x ,y)  of the killed process (X,R),  an entrance law density 
q*(t ,x,y) ,  an exit law ~*(t,x,y),  and certain measures v and ¢ on E × E. 
The quantities q*, 3*, v, and ~ are derived in a natural way from the exit 
systems for M and its dual 37/and are crucial in all the later sections. 
The main result of this paper is Theorem 7.6. It states that there exist 
measures px,~,y for l > 0, x, y ~ E which govern the excursion straddling T 
conditioned to start at x, end at y, and have length l. Here T is any Maison- 
neuve stopping time, These are described precisely in Section 6, with some 
further elaborations in the Appendix. However, the measures px, l,y do not 
depend on the particular choice of T. That these measures do indeed describe 
the excursion in a very strong way is the content of (7.6). In addition these 
measures have a very nice reversal property which states intuitively that the 
excursion for X from M conditioned to start at x, end at y, and have length l
has the same law as the time reversal of the excursion for )( from 37I 
conditioned to start at y, end at x, and have length l. 
In Section 8 we briefly discuss the analogous results based on a predic- 
table exit system rather than an optional exit system. In Section 13 we 
consider the excursion straddling a terminal time T (over X), and show that 
this excursion is governed by the measures P~' ~' ~ conditional on {T < R }. 
To illustrate the results, we specialize in Section 1 1 to self-dual processes 
and their excursions away from a fixed point z. Some of the preliminaries are 
discussed in Sections 9 and 10. It is assumed that all excursions from z begin 
and end at z. These hypotheses are verified if X is a regular linear diffusion 
or if X is a symmetric stable process of index a, 1 < a < 2. Under these 
assumptions we show that the excursion straddling a fixed Maisonneuve 
stopping time is invariant under time reversal, that when the excursion 
segment straddling T is reversed one does not change the law of the process, 
and finally that when we reverse every excursion segment of the path then 
the law of the process is unchanged. See (11.5), (11.9) and (11.12). In 
discussing these path transformations we need an algebraic haracterization 
of Maisonneuve stopping times and their associated a-algebras. This 
material, rather different from other parts of the paper, is discussed in the 
Appendix. 
There are several matters that we had originally planned to include here 
but have now decided to postpone to a subsequent publication because of the 
length of this paper. Most important is the connection with boundary theory. 
The reader will note that the construction in Sections 6 and 7 implicitly 
involves h-transforms for the space-time processes. Thus the results in 
Sections 6 and 7 may be discussed in a more general setting, but this 
involves introducing the appropriate ntrance and exit boundaries. This will 
be discussed in a future paper. 
One final comment on notation. We have written E ~ and /~ for the 
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expectation operators associated with the basic measures px and px of the 
processes X and A'. On the other hand we introduce a number of other 
measures uch as p~:,t,y and for these we do not introduce a special symbol 
for expectation. For example, we write p~,l,y(f) for ffdp~'t'L Of course, 
this is inconsistent. We hope that old time "Markovinists" will understand 
and even sympathize, and that the younger generation will forgive us our 
inconsistencies. 
2. DUALITY HYPOTHESES 
The classical duality hypotheses discussed in [1, VI] concern a pair of 
standard processes X and X with common state space (E, ge) and a a-finite 
measure ~ on (E, ff). In [1] it was assumed that E was LCCB, but the 
arguments given there are valid if one simply assumes that E is 
Lusinian--that is, homeomorphic to a Borel measurable subset of some 
compact metric space. Although it would, in fact, suffice to assume that E is 
a U-space for many arguments, we shall assume throughout this paper that E 
is Lusinian. Writing ~(dx)= dx as is customary, these duality hypotheses 
assert hat the resolvents (U~), (0  °) of X, )(, respectively, may be expressed 
in terms of potential kernel densities u'~(x,y) satisfying 
U'~(x, dy)=u'~(x,y)dy for every xEE;  (2.1) 
O'~(dx, y) = dx u'~(x,y) for every y ~ E; (2.1) ^  
for every y ~ E, x ~ u'~(x, y) is a-excessive relative to X; (2.2) 
for every x C E, y ~ u'~(x, y) is a-co-excessive 
(i.e., a-excessive relative to 17); (2.2) ^  
(x ,y )~ u°'(x,y) is in g~*X g~* for each a > 0. (2.3) 
Here, as usual, g*  is the a-algebra of universally measurable subsets of E. 
Theorem VI-(1.4) of [1] shows that (2.1)-(2.3) are equivalent o the con- 
ditions 
U'~(x, • ) "~ ~(. ) for every 
U~( . ,y )  ¢ ~(- ) for every 
f dyfU'~(y) g(y) = j f (x )  U'~g(x) dx 
xCE and a>0;  (2.4) 
y~E and a>0;  (2.4)" 
for every a > 0,f, g ~ bN. (2.5) 
In fact, if U" and (7 ~ are assumed Borel, we may easily modify the step 
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(1.6) of the proof of that theorem in [1] to show that the potential kernel 
densities u ~ satisfying (2.1)-(2.3) necessarily satisfy 
(x,y)-~ u~(x,y) is in g" × g' for every a > 0. (2.6) 
We now make a formal definition. 
(2.7) DEFINITION. A pair of standard processes X and J( on a common 
state space (E, Y') are said to be in classical duality relative to a a-finite 
measure ~(dx)= dx on E provided E is Lusinian, the potential kernels U ~ 
and 0 ~ are Borel, and (2.4), (2.4)', and (2.5) hold. This is equivalent to 
requiring (2.1), (2.I) ", (2.2), (2.2)', and (2.6). 
We have imposed no conditions on the sample spaces 12, s~ underlying X, 
X. In later sections we shall need the existence of killing operators and 
reversal operators, and then we shall make appropriate assumptions on i2 
and ,0. See Section 5. 
The assumption above that X and J? have a common state space in (2.7) is 
a little awkward when one wants to perform such operations as compac- 
tifications, killing, h-path transforms and the like. As the subsequent remarks 
will testify, the following definition is not really different in substance from 
that of classical duality, but will be more flexible in practice. Two standard 
processes X, J( with (Lusinian) state spaces E,/~ will be said to be in duality 
up to polars relative to ~ on E ~ E if 
E -- (E (3/~) is polar relative to Y and /~ -- (E N/~) 
is polar relative to J(; (2.8) 
the restrictions of X and )( to E ~ E are in 
classical duality relative to ~. (2.9) 
Starting with the potential kernel densities u'~(x,y) for x,y C E ~E and 
using the fact that an a-excessive function on E ~/~ has a unique a-exces- 
sive extension to E, it is easily checked that there exist functions u'~(x,y), 
(x C E, y C/~) such that 
for every y C E, x ~ u'~(x, y) is a-excessive; (2.10) 
for every x C E, y--+ u'~(x, y) is a-co-excessive. (2.10)" 
(x,y)--+ u'~(x,y) is in N × ~ for every a >~ 0; (2.11) 
U"(x, dy)=u'~(x,y)dy and (7"(dx, y)=dxu'~(x,y) ,  (2.12) 
where ~ is extended to E and/~ by setting it equal to zero off E C3/~. 
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In a similar manner, it is easy to prove that if f: E~/? -~ [0, oo] is 
defined, for x ~ E n/~, by 
f (x)  ---- j" u'~(X, y) v(dy), (2.13) 
where v is a a-finite measure on E, then the right side of (2.13), for xEE,  
defines the unique a-excessive xtension of f to E. 
The final topic in this section concerns killing at an exact terminal time. 
We suppose that X and J( are standard processes in duality up to polars 
relative to 4. An exact terminal time R relative to X is a stopping time R 
over X such that t + R o 0 t = R on {t < R } and t + R o 0 t -, R as t ~ 0. We 
have permitted no exceptional set here, so R is really "perfect." It is known 
[20] that there exists a Borel subset F of (EC3E)× (ENE)  such that 
R A (= Jr A ~ a.s., where 
Jr - inf{t: 0 < t < ~, (Xt_, Xt) ~ F}. (2.14) 
Here and in the sequel, " -- " is the symbol for "is defined to be." Given an 
exact terminal time R, the transition semigroup (Qt) and resolvent (P )  of 
the process (X, R) obtained by killing X at R are given by 
~R 
Qtf(x)=EX{f(Xt) ;t  <R}; V~f(x)=E~jo e-~t f(Xt) dt. (2.15) 
Let F = reg(R) ---- {x E E: pX{R = 0} = 1 } be the set of regular points for R. 
Then E(R) - -E - reg(R)  is the state space for (X,R). Since 
F = {x: EX(e -R) = 1 } and x--* EX(e -R) is 1-excessive, it follows that F is 
Borel and finely closed and hence, almost surely, R ~ TF=inf{t > 0: 
X t~ F}. It is known [3] that to each exact terminal time R for X there 
corresponds a unique exact terminal time /~ for ~ca l led  the dual of 
R--satisfying (f, Qtg)~=(fO, t g)~ for all fE  Y '+,g~ ~+. Here 
( f  g)g-  f fg  d~ and (Qt) is the semigroup corresponding to (27,/~), written 
f Qt(y) =E~[f(Xt);t < R]. 
The reader is reminded that the right side of this display is short for 
/?Y[f(J~t); t </~], and this "one-hat" convention will be followed throughout 
this paper. Similarly, one obtains ( fV" ,g)g = (f, V~g)g. It can then be 
shown that the subprocesses (X,R) on E(R) and (J?,/q) on 
E(/~)-----/~--reg(/~) are in duality up to polars relative to ~ restricted to 
E(R)C~E(I~). I fR  A if=Jr A i a.s., it is known [4] that/~ A ~=J r  A ~ a.s., 
where /~-- {(y, x): (x,y) @ F}. In particular, if D C b ~ and R --- T D then /~ 
may be taken to be i? o. Note too that duality up to polars is natural for the 
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killed subprocesses. Even if one assumes that X and X are in classical 
duality, E(R) is not necessarily equal to E(/~). 
One of the most important facts about dual terminal times is the switching 
identity 
P'~u'~(x, y) = u'@'~(x, y). (2.16) 
This is well known in classical duality, [3], and is easily extended to 
processes in duality up to polars. A consequence of (2.16) is the following 
formula connecting the a-potential density v ~ for (X, R) with u ~. See [3]. 
u"(x,y) = v=(x,y) + e~u~(x,y) 
= v~(x,y) + u°#~(x,y). (2.17) 
If v~(x,y) is extended to E X/? by setting it equal to zero off E(R) X E(Jq), 
then v ~ is in 8" X~ and (2,17) holds on EXE.  It also follows that Qt and 
Qt are Borel kernels. 
3. DUAL DENSITIES 
The hypotheses we shall work under for most of this paper are stronger 
than the duality hypotheses discussed in Section 2. To describe them we shall 
suppose throughout this section that X and X are standard processes with 
Lusinian state spaces E and /~ such that E -  (E ~/~) is polar for X and 
-- (E 83/~) is polar for )(. We fix a or-finite measure ~(dx) = dx on E U/~ 
which is carried by E (3/~. Of course, E =/~ is permitted. Let P + + = ]0, oo [ 
and 3 ++ denote the Borel subsets of ~++. A function p(t,x,y): 
~++ × E X E~ [0, oo] is a dual density for X, 2? (relative to {) provided: 
(t, x,y) ~p(t, x,y) is in ~+ + × ~" X ~; (3.1) 
e~IX ,~dy I=p( t ,x ,y )dy ;  t>0, x~E;  (3.2) 
#YlXtEdx}=p(t,x,y)dx; t > 0,y@/~; (3.2)" 
p(t+s,x,y)=~p(t ,x,z)p(s,z ,y)dz;  t,s>O, xCE,  yCE.  (3.3) 
Of course, (3.3) is the Chapman-Kolmogorov identity for densities, and we 
emphasize that it is to hold identically on ~ + + × E X E. Ifp(t, x, y) satisfies 
(3.1)-(3.3) and one sets 
_oo 
u~(x, y) =-- l e ~t p(t, x, y) dt 
0 
(3.4) 
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then obviously (x ,y )~ u'~(x,y) is in ~ X ~, u'~(x,y)dy = U'~(x, dy), and 
dx u'~(x,y)= U'~(dx, y). In addition, by (3.3), 
.o0 
e-~Sp(s 'x 'z )  dz Jo e ~'p( t , z ,y )d t  
= j-m e -a(t+s) p(t + s, x, y) dt 
0 
.el3 
=is e-~'P ( t 'x 'y )  dt" 
It follows that x~ u~(x,y) is a-excessive for every y E L'. Together with the 
a-co-excessive behavior in y, this shows that X and J? are in duality up to 
polars with potential kernel density given by (3.4). 
A number of arguments make use of space-time processes associated with 
X and l?, and we record here the necessary notation. Let rt(r ) = r + t and 
z~t( r )=r - t  for t>~0 and rC~.  On W=I~×J2  and W=~×.O define 
Yt(r, o))= (rt(r),Xt(og)) and L(r, o3)= (ft(r),2,(o3)). Then Y and 17 are 
processes with state spaces ~ × E and ~ X E, respectively. Define shifts %, 
q3, on W, IY/, respectively, by %(r, o9) = (r + t, O,e)), (~t(r, o3) = (r - t, 0,o3) so 
that Y, o Os = Yt+, and 17, o q3 s= 17t+,. Finally, define probabilities pr, x and 
/3r,~ on . .~X J  -° and ~X~ -° by pr 'X=erXpX , er 'Y~-erXPY  fo r  
x E E, y ~ E. Then Y= (Yt, ~°t, pr.~) and 17= (I7",, 03t, P,~) are space-time 
processes over X and )?. For a >/0, let 
w~(r, x; s, y) =_ e-el(s-r) llr, ~l(s )p(s _ r, x, y). (3.5) 
It is an easily checked and standard fact that Y and I 7" are in duality up to 
polars relative to dr × ~(dx) on ~ × (EUE)  where dr denotes Lebesgue 
measure, and that w ~ defined by (3.5) is the potential kernel density relative 
to dr × dx. In particular, ( r ,x )~ w'~(r, x; s,y) is a-excessive for Y and 
( s ,y )~ w'~(r, x; s, y) is a-excessive for I7. Of course, Y and 17 do not have 
transition densities. 
In some arguments, it is more convenient to consider the processes (2, X) 
and (r, X) as space-time processes over X, 2(. The only change is that the 
potential kernel density is then given by 
w'~(r, x; s, y) = e -'~(r-') 1~ . . . .  t(s) p(r - s, x, y). (3.6) 
Our first result shows that the existence of a dual density for X, 27 is 
equivalent to the duality up to polars of (r, X) and ('~, 2). 
(3.7) THEOREM. Let X, 3(, and ~ be as described in the second and third 
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sentences of this section. I f  (r, X) and (f, X) are in duality up to polars 
relative to dr X ~(dx), then X and X have a dual density relative to ~. 
Proof. Of course, (r, X) and (f, X) have state spaces ~ X E and [R X 
respectively. Let W and I~ denote the potential kernels for (r, X) and (f, 2(); 
that is, if ~ E b~ andfE  bg, then, setting 0 ®f(r ,  x) = (p(r) f (x) ,  
.(3o 
W(q~ ®J)(r, x) = E x )0 ~o(r + t) f (Xt)  dt 
. oo  
= ) q~(t) Pt rf(X) dt, (3.8) 
r 
and a similar expression holds for l~. Hence, if J is a bounded interval in 
~, W( ls® le) and ffV(ls® lg) are bounded by the length of J. Let 
w(r, x; s,y) denote the potential kernel density (a = 0) for the processes 
(r,X) and (f,X) which are in duality up to polars.. Then w is in 
,W X ~ X ~ X ~ and is finite a.e. with respect o dr X dx X ds X dy. We set, 
for t>0,  xCE ,  yCE ,  
p(t, x, y) = w(O, x; t, y) (3.9) 
and we shall show that p is the required transition density for X and )(. First 
note that p is in 3 + + X g X ft. We shall begin by proving that 
w(r, x;  s, y )  = w(0, x ;  s - -  r, y )  (3.10) 
identically in r, x, s,y. If ~p ~ b~ has compact support andfC  b~, then 
. OQ 
W(~0 @f)(r, x) = E x j ~o(r + t) f (Xt)  dt 
J 0 
= W((o r @f)(0, x), 
where ~0r(s)=q~(s + r). This implies that for fixed r, x, (3.10) holds a.e. in 
s,y relative to ds X dy, and consequently it holds everywhere because both 
sides of (3.10) are (f,)() excessive in (s,y). By a similar argument one 
establishes that, identically in r, x, s, y, 
w(r, x; s,y) = lj,, oot(s) w(r, x; s,y). (3.11) 
The next step is to show that Pt(x, dy) =p(t, x,y)dy. It follows from (3.8) 
that 
W(O, x; ds, dy) = 110 , ~i(s) ds P,(x, dy) 
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and hence by (3.9) and (3.11) for eachfC  b~ e and xCE 
Ps f (x) = j p(s, x, y) f (y) dy 
for almost all s > 0. Then for each s ~ ~, 
11 oo,st(r) P ,_r f (X)= ll_~o,sE(r)j-p(s--r,x,y) f (y )dy  (3.12) 
for almost all r ~ I~. But it is easily checked that the left hand side of (3.12) 
is (z, X) excessive in (r, x), while in light of (3.10) and (3.11)the right-hand 
side is the integral of w(r, x; • , • ) against he measure s x f (y )  dy and so it 
also is (r, X) excessive in (r, x). Hence (3.12) holds identically in s, r and x 
establishing Pt(x, dy) = p(t, x, y) dy for t > 0 and x in E. A similar argument 
shows that Pt(dx, y )=dxp( t ,x ,y )  for t > 0, yE /~.  
To complete the proof it is necessary to show that p satisfies the Chap- 
man-Kolmogorov equation (3.3). Since (Pt) is a semigroup one obtains for 
0 < s < t and x ~E fixed 
p(t, x, y) = j p(s, x, Z) p(t - s, z, y) dz (3.13) 
almost everywhere in y. But for rC~ and zCE,  (t ,y)~l~r,~i(t)  
p(t - r, z, y) is (f, X) excessive, because 
llr,~t(t)p(t - r, x,y) = w(0, x; t -- r,y) = w(r, x; t,y). 
Thus if s >0 the right side of (3.13) multiplied by l l , ,~f(t ) is (f,~') 
excessive as is the left side because 
l ls,~(t)p(t,  x,y) = llo,~t(t)p(t, x,y) A [oo • lls, o~F(t)] , 
and so one may conclude that (3.13) holds identically. 
The following corollary will be a key technical point in Section 5. 
(3.14) COROLLARY. Let X and X be standard processes on a common 
Lusinian state space E having a dual density p(t, x,y) relative to ~; in 
particular X and X are in classical duality. Let R and t~ be dual exact 
terminal times for X and X. Then the killed processes (X, R), (9(,/~) with 
state spaces E(R ), E(t~) have a dual density q(t, x,y) relative to ~ satisfying 
p(t, x, y) = q(t, x, y) + E x [p(t - R, X R , y); g < tl 
=q(t ,x ,y )+EY[p( t -R ,x ,  XR);R <t]  (3.15) 
for t > O, x ~ E(R), and y C E(I~). 
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Proof We already know from the discussion at the end of Section 2 that 
(X, R) and (X,/~) on E(R) and E(/~) are in duality up to polars, and hence 
satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 3.7 relative to ~--more precisely the 
restriction of ~ to E(R) U E(t~). Let Y---- (v, X) and :I7" = (f,)~). It is easily 
checked that R and/~ are dual exact terminal times for Y and I 7, and conse- 
quently the killed processes (Y, R) and (17,/~) on ~ X E(R) and ~ X E(/~) 
are in duality up to polars relative to dr X ~(dx). But evidently (Y, R) is iden- 
tical in law to the space time process (r, (X, R)) and similarly for (]7", ~) and 
(~, 0~,/~)). As a result by (3.7), (X,R) and (,~,/~) have a dual density 
q(t, x,y). Then (3.15) is an immediate consequence of (2.17) applied to the 
potential kernel densities (a = 0) of Y and (Y, R). 
(3.16) Remark. Under the assumptions of (3.14) one may extend 
q(t, x,y) to E × E by setting it equal to zero off E(R) X E(/~). Then (3.15) 
holds identically on ~ + + × E X E, and the Chapman-Kolmogorov equation 
(3.3) for q holds identically on E X E. Of course, q is in 9 ++ X g~ X ~. 
We conclude this section with two additional facts. These results have 
nothing to do with duality and so for the remainder of this section X is just 
assumed to be a right process (for later applications in this paper, standard 
would suffice) with state space E and semigroup (Pr). Recall that a family 
(ft)t>0 of positive functions on E is called an exit law for (Pt)--or X- - i f  
Ptf~ =ft+~ for t,s > 0 and (t, x)--, ft(x) is in (9  ++ X g)*. 
(3.17) PROPOSITION. Let (f~) be an exit law for X and u, s ~ ~. I fu  <~ s, 
the map (t, x) ~ 1] . . . .  [(t) f~_t(x) is (r, X) excessive. I f  s <, u, the map 
(t, x) ~ llu ' ~i(t) ft_s(x) is (f, X) excessive. 
Proof Let g(t, x) = lj_~,,~(t) f~_t(x) with u ~< s: Then g is (9  X ~)*  
measurable and (using the notation for the space time process (r,X) 
described in the second paragraph of this section) 
E~'~ g(rt, Xt) = EXg(r + t, Xt) = ~t" Pt(x' dy) g(r + t, y) 
= 11 . . . .  [(r + t) Ptfs_(r+t)(x) 
= 11 ~.,t(r + t) f~_r(X) T g(r, x) 
as t ~ 0. Therefore g is (r, X) excessive. The other case is similar. 
(3.18) PROPOSITION. Suppose X is such that Pt(x, dy) has a density 
p(t, x, y) relative to a a-finite measure ~(dy)= dy on E. Then if T is any 
terminal time for X, P~[T -  t] = O for all x C E and t > O. 
The proof of (3.18) is a standard argument using the Markov property of 
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X and, hence, is omitted. See [16], for example. Actually it will turn out that 
when a dual density exists the distribution of T is absolutely continuous on 
~++.  See (5.17) or (8.3). 
4. ADDITIVE FUNCTIONALS AND HOMOGENEOUS SETS 
Let X and ,,~ be standard processes with a common state space E and dual 
density p(t, x, y) relative to ~ as described in the first paragraph of Section 3. 
By an additive functional (AF) of X we shall always mean a perfect adapted 
additive functional. A raw additive functional (RAF) is a (perfect) but not 
necessarily adapted additive functional. We emphasize that a RAF  does not 
charge [~, oo[. It is known (see [9], for example) that if A is a RAF with 
E~(At) < oo for all x and t, then there exists a unique measure v = v A on 
E × E such that 
Ex f f(s'Xs-'X')dA' = fods flp(s,x,y) f(s,y,z)v(dy, dz) (4.1) 
for a l l fE  3 + X g" X g',f>~ 0. It follows from (4.1) that if g C ~'+, then 
oO 
EX l e-'~' g(X,_)dA,=~i e-'~S ds ffp(s,x,y)g(y)v(dy, dz) 
= f u'~(x,Y) g(y) vr(dy), (4.2) 
where vr(dy) = v,](dy) ~ vA(dy X E). Consequently v r is the Revuz measure of 
A. See [17] or [19]. An AF, A, with EX(At) < oo for all x and t is uniquely 
determined by the measure vA, and if A is predictable it is determined by v]. 
See [19]. Moreover, if A is predictable then dA does not charge the discon- 
tinuities of X and hence v~ is carried by the diagonal A in E X E. In fact A is 
predictable if and only if v A is carried by A. Thus for predictable A, (4.1) 
becomes 
EXf f(s, Xs_,Xs)dA,= f ds fp(s,x,y) f(s,y,y)vr(dy). (4.3) 
If .4 is a RAF  of )(, then, of course, the formulas dual to these hold. If A 
and z{ are AF's of X and )(, respectively, with corresponding measures v, 
and v,i (written ~/A for typographical simplicity), then A and A are dual AF's 
provided 
vA(dy , dz) = ~,4(dz, dy). (4.4) 
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In particular if A and ,4 are predictable, then they are dual if and only if 
I~ r ~ I~ r, 
In [13] Maisonneuve noted that the appropriate sets for excursion theory 
are the closed homogeneous optional sets. Such sets have a very nice 
description under duality which we shall now set down. In the remainder of 
this section X and )(  are standard processes in classical duality. The 
existence of dual densities is not needed. Let M ~ ~ + + ×/2.  We write M(co) 
for the co-section of M and, as usual, we often suppress the co. M is closed if 
a.s. M(co) is closed in [~++. M is (perfectly) homogeneous provided 
t + s ~ M(co) if and only if t E M(O~ co) for every t > 0 and s/> 0. Let M be a 
closed homogeneous optional set. Then R = inf{t > 0: t C M} is an exact 
terminal time. If t />0  let D t=t+RoO t= in f{s>t :sEM} and 
G t=sup{s~t :sEM} where the infinum of the empty set is +or  and 
supremum is 0. The intervals contiguous to M are the maximal open 
intervals contained in the complement of M in ~ + +. Let M l = Mr(co ) be the 
set of strictly positive left endpoints of these contiguous intervals. (In [5, 13, 
14] this set is denoted by G. We have changed the notation since we want to 
use the letter G for something else, see Section 7.) If sEMi ,  then 
D~ = s + R o 0~ is the right endpoint of the contiguous interval whose left 
endpoint is s. If M is a closed homogeneous optional set, then so is 
M~ ~0, ~I and we shall always assume from now on that M~ ~0, ~.  Then 
R = oo if R >~ ~. The following theorem characterizes such sets under duality. 
(4.5) THEOREM. Let M be a closed homogeneous optional set with 
M c ~ O, ~ ~. Then there exists a Borel set F c E X E such that M N ~ 0, ~ I 
and {(X_ ,X)  E F} -- {(t, w): t > O, (X t (co), Xt(co))E,F } are indistin- 
guishable. I f  M = {t > 0: ( -~t - , ) ( t )E  F}, where/~ = {(x, y): (y, x )~ F}, then 
f/l is closed in ]0,~[, and l~- in f{t  > O: tC3~r} and R are dual exact 
terminal times. 
Proof Let ¢(x)=EX(e -g) and F 
{t > O:X tCF}.  It is well known (see 
countable sections and, of course, it 
particular it was shown in the proof of 
and that 
=reg(R)={q~=l} .  Let {XCF}= 
[8] or [13]) that M--{XEF} has 
is homogeneous and optional. In 
(3.5) in [8] that 
< ~: t ~ M; - -n  1 ~< ~0(Xt) < 
n 
At=-- ~ lls~M~ n l)/n4c*~Xs)<n/~+l)l 
s~<t 
s<~ 
is an AF with a bounded one potential for each n. But from the known form 
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of a purely discontinuous AF under duality (see (5.1) and (5.4) of [20]) 
there exists for each n a Borel subset F, c E X E with 
A;= Z 
s<t 
Clearly one may suppose the Fn's are disjoint and letting F 0 = I )F ,  one has 
MA]0 ,~[ -{XCF}={(X  ,X) EF0} 
almost surely. Finally since M is closed {XC F} cM~ ]0, ~] almost surely 
and so setting F= (E X F) U F 0 one sees that M~ ]0, ¢[ = {(X , X) G F}. 
Define 37/= {()?_, )~) C/~}. Then 37/is homogeneous and optional for 37. It 
is evident hat 
R = inf{t: (Xt_, Xt) E F} =- Jr, 
/~ = inf{t: (Xt-, • )  C r} - Jr ,  
and hence R and/~ are dual exact terminal times. (See Section 2 or [4].) In 
order to complete the proof we must show that 21) is almost surely closed in 
]0,~[. If not, let N be the closure of 37/ in ]0,~[. Then N is a closed 
homogeneous optional set for )( and applying what has been proved to _N, 
there exists a Borel set, say I2IcEXE, with N= {(J?_,2)E/~}. We may 
suppose /~cH.  Let H={(x,y):(y,x)EI21}. Then FcH and if 
S=Jn=in f{t : (X  t ,Xt) EH} one has R~S and that S and /~ are dual 
exact terminal times. Hence by uniqueness of dual exact terminal times 
R = S a.s.; that is, Jr =Jn. But since {(X_, X )E  F} is closed in ]0, ~[ it 
follows that Jl~-r = oo a.s. Consequently its dual Jh r is also infinite a.s., 
and hence N and 37I ~ ]0, ~[ are indistinguishable. This completes the proof 
of (4.5). 
(4.6) Remark. Let X be the Poisson process on the integers 7/ 
(transitions from n to n + 1), and J? be the Poisson process in the negative 
direction (transitions from n to n -  1). Then these processes are in duality 
with respect o counting measure on 7/. Let M be the closure of {t: X t = 0} in 
~++. Then the construction in (4.5) gives Z× {0}U {(0, i)} for F, but 
{(-1, 0), (0, 0), (0, 1)} is just as good. Thus there is no uniqueness in the set 
F in (4.5). However, if F 1 and F 2 correspond to a given M as in (4.5), then 
Jr~ar2 = c~ almost surely. 
The results of this section are easily extended to the situation where X and 
~" are in duality up to polars, but we shall have no need for such extensions 
in the present paper. 
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5. BASIC EXCURSION THEORY 
We are now prepared to state the hypotheses under which we shall discuss 
excursions. We assume in the remainder of this paper that X and 2 are 
standard processes with a common Lusinian state space E having a dual 
density p(t, x,y) relative to a a-finite measure ~ as elaborated in the first 
paragraph of Section 3. Since we shall need killing operators and reversal 
operators we assume that ;2=,0  and that D consists of all paths 
co: N+~EU {~}, where 6 is a point not in E such that if ¢(co)=inftt :  
co(t) = ~}, then a) ( t )= 6 for all t ~> ¢(co), co is right continuous on A + with 
left limits (in E) on ]0, ~(co)[. Naturally Xt(co ) = 2t(co ) = co(t) now, and it is 
the measures (px) and (i 6x) on (-O,J ~-°) that describe X and )~. Since X and 
2 are only standard processes the left limit at ~ when ~ < 0o may fail to 
exist. These assumptions on X, X, and X? are taken to be blanket hypotheses 
from now on. 
We now describe an cxtension of the fundamental duality relationship 
(f, Ptg) = (ff it ,g) for f,  g~ go+ which will be used in the sequel. We adopt 
the standard convention that a function f on E is extended to (5 by f(~) = 0 
unless stated otherwise. Fix a > 0 and define ra:X2-* I2 by (r~co)(t)= 
co( (a - t ) - )  if O~<t<a<~(o) ) , r~co( t )=f i  otherwise; r,  is called the 
reversal operator from a. We also define the killing operator ko : X2 --, X2 by 
k~co(t)=co(t) if t<a ,  k~co(t)=6, t>/a. Suppose Z=I~ ~f~(Xq) with 
0 < t~ < ... < t, < a and each f.  a bounded Borel function on E. Then a 
simple induction argument and the almost sure left continuity of s ~ X~(co) at 
each fixed t < ~(co) gives 
ES[Zg(X~)] = E,g [Z o raf(Xa) ] (5.1) 
for all f, gCL ' (~)nb~,  where El( • )=-rEX( . ) f (x )dx .  Consequently 
(5.1) holds for all Z C b~- ]  . Finally a routine completion argument and 
the fact that if Y E ~-o  then Yo k~ E ~-0_  show that (5.1) holds for all 
Z E bo ~'-* such that Z = Z o k a. It is this fact that we shall need later. 
We now fix a closed homogeneous optional set Mc  ]0, ~]. By Theorem 
(4.5) there exists a Borel set FcE×E such that MA]0 ,~[  and 
{t > 0: (X t , Xt) E F} are indistinguishable. Without loss of generality we 
shall assume that these two sets are equal. As in Section 4 we let 
R = J r  =inf{t:  t CM}.  We define 3~ r to be the closure in ]0, ~] n ~ + + of 
{t > 0: (X t_ ,X t )c  F}, where r= {(x,y): (y, x )C  F}. Then according to 
(4.5), 37I n ]0, if[ = tt > 0: (X, , Xt) ~ F}, and R = J r  = inf{t: t C 3,)} and R 
are dual exact terminal times. We shall call 34 the dual M. Note that both R 
and /~ are ~'-*  measurable. We regard M, or equivalently F, as fixed from 
now on. 
We shall use the notation of Sections 2 and 3. In particular (Qt) and (Qt) 
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are the semigroups of the killed processes (X, R) and (l(,/~). Recall that one 
writes fO_,t(x) = EX[f(X~);t < R] for the action of Qt- Finally q(t, x, y) will 
denote the dual density for (X, R) and (2(,/~) described in (3.14). We extend 
q to E × E by setting it equal to zero off E(R) X E(/~) as in (3.16). Here 
E (R)= {x:P~(R > 0)= 1} and E(/~) = {x:P~(R > 0)= 1}. These are the 
state spaces for (X, R) and (J(,/~), respectively. 
Recall from Section 4 that D t = t + R o 0 t = inf{s > t: s E M} so that 
D 0=R and that M~ is the set of strictly positive left endpoints of the 
intervals contiguous to M. Then 
M= {t > 0:D t_ = t}, 
M~ = {t > 0: D t_ = t < Dt}. 
(5.2) 
We shall now state Maisonneuve's result on exit systems [13] for ease of 
reference. In [13], it was assumed that PX[~= m] = 1 for all x. Since we are 
not assuming this, we shall make the necessary trivial changes in the 
statement of the result. Also our hypotheses on X imply that excessive 
functions are Borel measurable and so here one obtains better measurability 
for the kernel than in the general case. 
(5.3) THEOREM. There exist an AF, B, of X with a bounded one 
potential and a kernel *P = (*W(dog)) from (E, g)  to (12, j -o )  such that if 
Z >/0 is an optional process and Ks(oJ ) >/0 is 9 + × ~-*  measurable, then 
for x E E 
. oo  
E x N" Z~K s o O, = E ~ j Z~ *PX¢~(K~) dB~ 
sEMI,S<~: 0 
(5.4) 
For each x~E,  ,px is a-finite, *PX[~=0]=0,  *P~[R=0]=0,  and 
0 < *PX(1 --e-R)~< 1. I f  xq~F=_reg(R), then *W=P x. The continuous 
part of B is carried by F and the discontinuous part by E(R )= E -  F. For 
each x the process (Xt)t> o is strong Markov with semigroup (Pt) relative to 
the measure ,px; that is, if T is an (J-~+) stopping time with 
*PX(T= 0) = 0, then for HE  bJ-°r + , H >~ 0 and J C bJ-*, J >/ 0 one has 
*Px[n J  o or ;  T< = T < (5.5) 
Let v = v s be the measure corresponding to B in (4.1). It follows from the 
explicit form of the discontinuous part of B given in [13], that in the present 
situation v is carried by F. If ~(9  ÷ ×g"×g~), ~0>/0 and 
KC (~+ X ~-*) ,  K>/0,  then it follows from (5.4) and (4.1) that 
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E x S~ q~(s,X s X~)K~ o 0 s .a....a - -  7 
s~Mt ,s<~ 
= f /ds  f~p(s, x, y) q~(s, y, z)*P~(Ks) v(dy, dz). (5.6) 
In (5.6) one may sum over all s E M l, since ~o(s,y, 3)=0 by convention. 
Now define for t > O, x ~ E, f ~ b~ * 
Q*f(x) = *PX[f(xt);t  < R]. (5.7) 
Note that if f=  1 (=le), Q* l(x) = *PX(t < R A 0- Since *px(1 -- e - " )  ~ 1 
it is immediate that Q* l(x) < ao if t > 0. The Markov property of the 
measures .px implies that for each x, (Q*(x, - )) is an entrance law for the 
semigroup (Qt). That is 
Q* f (x)  = Qs* Qt_~f(x), o < s < t. t (5.8) 
It follows from (5.8) and (3.18) that t -~Q* l(x) is continuous on ~++ 
Note that if x EE(R),  then Q*(x , .  )=Qt(x , - ) .  Finally if fCb~,  
x-~ Q* f (x)  is Borel measurable, and hence (t, x) ~ Q* f (x)  is ~ + + × 
measurable. 
Next define for 0 < s < t 
q*(t, x, y) =-- ( Q*(x, dz) q(t - s, z, y). (5.9) 
It is apparent from (5.8) and the Chapman-Kolmogorov equation for q that 
q*(t,x,y) does not depend on the choice of s, 0 < s < t in (5.9), and that 
q*(t,x, .)  is a density for Q*(x , . )  relative to ~ such that 
(t, x,y) --, q*(t, x,y) is ~+ + X ~ X ~e measurable, Note that q*(t, x,y) = 0 if 
y C F-= reg(/~) and that q*(t, x,y) = q(t, x,y) if x C E(R). Clearly 
q*(t + s ,x ,y )=f  q*( t ,x ,z )q(s ,z ,y)dz .  (5.10) 
The dual objects ./sx, /~, ¢, ~ , ,  and ~*(t,x,y) are defined in the same 
manner relative to X and 3). Since c](t, x ,y )= q(t,y, x)--this is the dual 
density property of q for (X, R) and ()(,/~)--the dual of (5.10) becomes 
4*(t + s, x, y) = f 4*(t, x, z) q(s, y, z) dz. (5.10)" 
Note that (5.10) ^ states that for each x, ( t ,y )~ c~*(t, x,y) is an exit law for 
(Qt)- The following gives some properties of these densities. 
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(5.11) LEMMA. Fix t > 0 and x E E and suppose Qt 1 (x) = O. Then 
(i) q(s ,x ,y )=Ofors ) tandy~E,  
(ii) ~*(s ,y ,x)=O for s > t and yEE .  
Proof Let f~(y)=q(s,x ,y) .  Then (f,)~>0 is an exit law for the 
semigroup (Qt). Hence by (3.17) the map ( r ,y )~ l lo,~i(r)q(r,x,y ) is 
excessive for (~, (J(,/~)). Now Qt l (x )=0 implies that Q, l (x )=0 for all 
s >/t and so (s, y )~ q(s, x, y) vanishes on It, oo [×E(/~) almost everywhere 
ds × dy, and hence everywhere on this set. But q(s, x, y) = 0 if y ~ E(/~) and 
so (i) is established. Then (ii) follows from (i) and (5.10)'. 
We now fix a > 0 and let Go = sup{t E M: t ~ a}, where the supremum of 
the empty set is taken to be zero. If  0 < G o < a < ~, then since M is closed, 
a~M and so D o=G o+Ro0G.>a.  Therefore 0<s=G o<a<~ if and 
only if s C M t and 0 < a -- s < (R A ~) o 0 s. Now using (5.6) one obtains 
EX[f(Xo) (o(G o, Xa_ ,  X~o); 0 < G o < a] 
= E x ,S ~ llo,o[(s) ~o(s,X~_,Xs)  f (X  o ,) o 0~ ligo0,>o_sl 
S E M l 
(5.12) 
for fC  bg and ~0 E b(~,~ + × ~ × ~"). This becomes in differential notation 
P~[Go C ds, X~ _ E dy, X~QC dz, X~ ~ dw; O < G o <a]  
= llo,oi(s)p(s, x,y) q*(a - s, z, w) ds v(dy, dz) dw. (5.13) 
We shall apply (5.1) to this formula. Let Z=q)(R,XR_,XR)l l0<R<~ j. 
Then Z E bY* ,  Z o k o = Z, and 
Z o r~ 1[~<~ j = ~o(a-- G~,Xa ,XGo_  ) l lo<~<.<~j.  
Therefore using the dual of (5.1) and (5.12), we have 
~q~(g, X._, XR) g(Xo); 0 < R < a] 
= E~[~o(~ - Go,X~o,X~o_)f(Xo); 0 < 6o < a] 
a 
I f  f=  0 on P-= reg(/q)2 then/3r(R = 0) = 0. Letting g = le, it follows that a.e. 
in x on E(/~) = E -  F one has 
607/45/3-5 
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P~x[~o(R,X._,X~);R < a < q 
a 
= SI ds Sj 1P,(y) ~o(a - s, z, y) q*(a - s, z, x) v(dy, dz). (5.14) 
Once again we shall use a space time process to show that (5.14) holds 
identically on E(/~)., Observe that (5.10) implies that for fixed z, 
(t, x) ~ q*(t, z, x) is an exit law for (X, R), and so by (3.17) for s, u ~ ~ the 
map 
(a, x) ~ ll~,~t(a ) lju,~t(a - s) q*(a - s, z, x) 
= llsv(~+,),~[(a ) q*(a - s, z, x) 
is excessive for (f, ()?,/~)). For q~(s,x,y)= l l , ,~[(s)h(x,y ) with uC  l~ +, 
h/> 0 in b(N × ~), the right side of (5.14) is the integral of this map in the 
parameters s, z with respect o the measure 
ll0,~[(s ) 1/5~(y) h(z,y) ds v(dy, dz), 
and consequently for (o's of this form the right side of (5.14) is excessive for 
('8, ()(,/~)). On the other hand it is easy to check directly that the left side of 
(5.14) as a function of (a,x) is excessive for ('~, (X,/~)) for such (p. Conse- 
quently, still for qCs of the form under consideration, (5.14) holds identically 
in (a, x) on the state space ~ × E(/~) of (f, 0 ~,/~)), and hence for fixed 
a > 0, identically for x ~ E(/~). A standard monotone class argument now 
shows that (5.14) holds for each xEE(t~)  and ~0C b(~ + X ~" × g~). 
(5.15) THEOREM. For a > 0 and x E E(I~), 
(i) pX[REdr ,  XR_Cdy,  XRCdz ;R  <a < ~] 
,=  llo,at(r ) 1/5,_r(Z) q*(r, y, X) dr v(dz, dy), 
(ii) lfiX[R ~ dr, XR C dy, X~ C dz] =q*(r ,y ,x)  drv(dz, dy). 
Proof After the change of variable r = a -- s, (i) is just the differential 
form of (5.14)---note also that we have interchanged y and z in passing from 
(5.14) to (5.15i). Now let 7(dr, dy, dz) denote the right side of (5.15ii), with 
x fixed in E(/~). Then, using the strong Markov property and (i) in the 
second step below, 
pX[R car, X._ ~ ay, X. ~az;R < a] 
=PX[R ~dr,  XR_Edy ,  XREdz ;R  <a<~]  
+PX[REdr ,  XR_~dy,  XREdz ;R  <a,~<~a] 
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= ll0,ot(r ) 1/3~_r(z) y(dr, dy, dz) 
+ ll0,~r(r ) pX[R @ dr, X R_ E dy, X R E dz] ~z[¢<<, a - r]. 
As / ; z{~a- r}=l -1 /3~ r(z) if 0<a<r ,  the equality above can be 
rearranged to give 
1]0,al(r ) ll~a_r(Z) l~X[R ~ dr, X R ~ dy, Xr E dZ;R <a]  
= llo,~t(r ) 1/3~_r(z) y(dr, dy, dz). (5.16) 
Now integrate both sides of (5.16) relative to e ~°dagt(r,y,z) with 
q/E b(~¢J ~+ X 8" X Z). One obtains, using Fubini's Theorem, 
P~[e -~" lO~(xR) ~(R, xR ,xR)] 
= f y(dr, dy, dz) e -~r 10~(z) gt(r, y, z), 
and then since e -~ 10~(z) is strictly positive on ~ + X E, (5.15ii) follows at 
once. 
Of course, the dual of (5.15) is also valid; for example if x C E(R) 
W[RCdr ,  XR Cdy, XREdz]=~*( r ,y ,x )  dr~(dz, dy ). (5.17) 
In fact, as measures on ~ + ÷ X E X E this is valid for all x ~E,  since if 
x ~ reg(R) both sides are the zero measure on ~ ÷ + X E X E- - (5 .10)  shows 
that c~*(r,y, x) = 0 for x ~ reg(R). 
Define for x, y C E and r > 0 
~l(r, x,y) -- f q*(s, x, z) ~t*(r -- s,y, z) dz. (5.18) 
This definition of r/does not depend on the choice of s, 0 < s < r, because in 
light of (5.10) and its dual one has for 0 < u < s < r 
tl(r, x, y) = j f  q*(u, x, w) q(s -- u, w, z) dw O*(r - s, y, z) dz 
= f q*(u, x, w) ~*(r -- u, y, w) dw. 
Let O(r, x, y) be the dual object. Then 
O(r,x,y)-- j Ct*(s,x,z) q*( r - -s ,y ,z )dz  
= q(r,y, x). (5.19) 
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The joint measurability of q* and ~* implies that ( r ,x ,y )~ t l(r ,x,y) is 
34 + + × ~e X g' measurable. 
6. THE EXCURSION PROCESS 
The hypotheses of Section 5 are in force throughout this section, and we 
shall continue to use the notation introduced therein. In this section we shall 
recall some facts about excursions from Maisonneuve [14] and amplify some 
of his ideas. 
Recall from Section5 that for t>/0, G t=sup{s~t :sCM} and 
D t = t + R o 0, = inf{s > t: s C M}. Since M is optional, G t C ~.  Define 
A t= t -  G t. (6.1) 
The random variable A t is the age of the excursion straddling the time t, and 
G t is the left endpoint and D t the right endpoint of that excursion interval. Of 
course, one should require t < ~ in order to talk about an excursion strad- 
dling t. 
Recall that if S:.O ~ [0, oo] is J--measurable, then ~W s is the a-algebra 
defined by Z C ~W s if and only if Z E 3 -  and there exists an optional process 
(Z,) with Z=Z s on {S< oo}. Set ~, - -~ ,  for t>/0. It was shown by 
Maisonneuve [14] that (047) is a filtration and that if T is a stopping time 
over (:47), then 
:~oT c :@~ c j~T. (6.2) 
(Since ~tt c~t t ,  Tis also a stopping time over (~7).) Moreover, for such a T, 
A T is in ~ since (At) is right continuous and adapted to (~-). However, A r 
is not generally in ~.  We set A T = 0 if Gr = T= oo. The following result 
illuminates the distinction between ~r  and ,a@T. 
(6.3) PROPOSITION. Let T be a stopping time over (5~). Then if H ~ ":-r, 
I-/l  T<T<oo j a(;q =:%TV 
Proof Because GrC~T,  ~ Va(Ar )=~tVa(T)  is evident. Let 
T, = (k+ 1)/2" if k/2" ~ T< (k+ 1)/2" with T, = oo if T= oo. Then the 
sequence (T,) of (~)  stopping times decreases to T. What is critical in the 
argument below is that on {G r < T < oo }, GT. = G r for all sufficiently large 
n because M is closed. Fix now H C ~ and write 
H I(GT<T<oO I z Z H IlGT<TI l[,t/2,<.T<(k+l)/2,, I 
k 
XPH ~z.. ,  l(Gr< T] llT,,=(k+I)/2nl" 
k 
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Since H l(cr<r) ltk/2.<r<(k+a)/2~ } ~J(k+l)/2 n, there exists a process W n'k, 
optional over (J~), such that 
H llGr<rl l(r,=(k+l)/~,j= W"'k (G (k~--~l ) ) • 
Therefore 
= z"(09, T(09)), 
where Z" is defined by 
Zn(09, s, t) = S" W"'k(09, s) l [ k /2n<t<(k  + l ) /2n I . 
k 
Observe that ((09, s), t) ~ Z"(09, s, t) is in c~ X ~+,  where cY denotes the 
optional a-algebra on R + × .(2. If we set Z(09, s, t) = lim SUpn Z"(09, S, t), 
then Z C <Y × ~ + and the fact that Gr,  = G r for large enough n gives 
(H l l~<r<~))(09 ) = Z(09, Gr(09 ), T(09)). 
It is now clear by composition that the right side is in ~T V a(T). 
Further discussion of (~)  and its stopping times is contained in the 
Appendix. 
Returning now to [14], we introduce the measure H ~'~ on 3 -*  (a>~0, 
x E E) as follows: (set 0/0 = 0) 
Ha'X(F) = *P~[F; a < R A ~]/Q* l(x); a > 0 
= E~(F) ; a = 0, (6.4) 
where the measures *P~ arc those appearing in (5.3), and from the definition 
(5.7), Q~* l(x) = *PX[a < R A if], a > 0. Observe that if a > 0, then H ~'x is a 
probability if Q* l (x )> 0 while H ~'~ =0 if Q* l (x )=0.  The following 
theorem is proved in [14]: minor adjustments have been made to allow for 
finite lifetimes. 
(6.5) THEOREM. Let T be an (~r-t) stopping time and F ~ bY-*. Then 
(i) Q*r l(XaT) > 0 a.s. on {G r < T< (}, 
(ii) E u [V o OGr I~-r] = HA(T)'X(Gr) (F) on {T < ~}, 
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for all initial measures/2. (As is customary we have written A(T) and X(Gr) 
in place of A r and X6~for typographical convenience,) 
In the following discussion T is a fixed (J~) stopping time. Then 
D r = T + R o 0r = G T + R o t~ is a stopping time (stopping time means an 
(A~) stopping time) and the interval ~Gr, Dr~ is the excursion interval strad- 
dling T < ~. Let L r = D r -  G r = R o 0~ be the length of this excursion. Of 
course, D r may be infinite in which case L r= 0o. We shall only be 
interested in G r, L r, and D r on {T < ~}, but we adopt the convention that 
Lr=Dr= ~ on {T>/~}. Using (5.17), (5.18), and the Markov property of 
the measures ,px we see that for a > 0 
*P~[R Edl,  X R_ Edy, X R Edz,  a <R] 
= *PX[PX(a)[a +R E dl, X R_ E dy, X R G dz]; a < R] 
= ll~,~i(l ) [~ q*(a,x, w) dw ~*( I -  a, y, w)] dl~(dz, dy) 
= lla,~o~(I ) q(l, x,y) dl~(dz, dy), (6.6) 
Combining this with (6.5) and (6.4) gives 
?~[l~r~ at, x~ T_ ~ dy, x~ ~ dz IJ-~] 
= [Q*(r)l(X~r)]-I  11A(r),o~t(1)~?(l, XGr, y) dlv(dz, dY) (6.7) 
on {G r < T < ~}. 
The process Ut----X~+t if O<~t<L T, Ut- -6 if t>/L r is called the 
excursion process straddling T. Since U t=X t o k R o OGT we can easily 
express its law using (6.5). Define measures K a'x on Y-* by 
K",X(F) = Ha.~(F o k,). (6.8) 
Then under Pn the law of (Ut) given ~ is K A~r)'x(ar) on {T ( ~}, according 
to (6.5). Using the Markov property of the measures ,px one readily checks 
that for a > 0, (X~)t> 0 is an inhomogeneous, strong Markov process under 
K ~'~ with state space E(R), entrance law q~'~(t, y) dy, and transition function 
q~(t, y; s, z) dz given by 
q~'X(t,Y) = q*(t, x,y) Q~-t)vo l (y) t > 0, (6.9) 
Q* l(x) 
qa( t ,y ;s , z ) -  q (s - t 'Y ' z )  Q~-~)v°l(z),  0 <t<s ,  (6.10) 
Q~o-~v0 l(.v) 
where the right sides of both (6.9) and (6.10) are set equal to zero when their 
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denominators vanish and Quv01 = 1 if u ~ 0 in these formulas. With these 
conventions it is easy to check directly using (5.10) and (5.11i) that 
f qa'X(t, y) qa(t, y; s, z) dy = qa'X(s, z) (6.11) 
identically when 0 < t < s. This is slightly stronger than the entrance law 
property of qa'~(t, y) dy. 
(6.12) LEMMA. (i) Ka 'x (xt_4 :Xt ; t<~)=O.  
(ii) Let N(K)={(a ,x )C~ + XE:  K~'~(Xo=x)=l}  and N(H)= 
{(a, x) C ~+ X E: H~'X(Xo =x)  = 1}. Then N(K) and N(H) are in 3 + X 
and 
N(K) =- N(H) 0 (JR + + X E) U ({0} X E(R)). (6.13) 
Moreover (AT, XaT ) C N(H) almost surely on {T< ~} and in N(K) almost 
surely on {G r < D r; T< ~}. 
Proof If a=0 or Q* l (x )=0,  (i) is obvious. Thus we suppose a>0 
and Q* l(x) > 0. Let 0 < s < t and p(z, w) be a bounded metric for E. Let 
s < t, < t and t n T t. Then 
K a'x [p(Xt_, X,)] = lira K ~'~ [p(Xu, Xt) ]. 
Using the Markov property, (6.9) and (6.10) 
1 
K~'~[p(Xt , Xt)] - Q,  l(x~ f q*(s, x, z1) dz, 
× ti" q(t, -- s, z1, Z2) q( t -  t,, z2, z3) p(z2, z3) dzzdz 3. 
The inner double integral is just 
ez'[p(x,_,,x, ) ; t - s  < R] 
and this approaches zero as n -4 oo since PZl(Yr_ =/=Xr; 0 < r < () = 0 for all 
*x  r. But Qs ( ," ) is a finite measure and so this establishes (i). 
For (ii) first note that 
a~x K~'x(Xo=x)=Ha'~(Xook~=x)=H (Xo=x,R>O) .  (6.14) 
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If a=0,  H~'~(Xo=x,R>O)=P~(X o - -x ,R  >0)----le(R)(X ). If a>0 and 
Q* l(x) = 0, both sides of (6.14) are zero, while if Q* l(x) > 0 
Ha'x(R )" O) = (Q* l(x)) -~ *PX(R > O; a < R A if) = 1 
and so K~'x(Xo=x)=H~,~(Xo=x ) in this case. This establishes (6.13). 
Also the Borel measurability of x ~ *P~ shows that N(K)  and N(H)  are in 
5P + × g". Le t fbe  a bounded Borel function. Then (6.5ii) implies 
H A(r)'X(sT) ( f (Xo))  = E"  [ f (XaT ) Ic~r] = f (X6~ )
almost surely pu on {T< ~}. Hence (At, X at ) C N(H)  almost surely on 
{T< ~}. If G r < T, then At> 0 and so by (6.13), (Ar, XaT) EN(K  ) almost 
surely on {G r<T<~}.  Finally almost surely on {G r=T<Dr ,T<~},  
X6r =X r C E(R),  completing the proof of (6.12ii). 
7. CONDITIONED EXCURSIONS 
Throughout his section, T denotes a fixed stopping time over (~-) and 
(Ut) denotes the excursion process straddling T. The notation here is that 
" introduced in Section 6. To simplify notation we set G = G r, the left endpoint 
of  the excursion interval straddling T, D = D r its right endpoint, L = L T its 
length (L = oo if  T >~ ~), and A = A r its age. 
The aim of this section is to study the law of (Ut) conditional on its 
starting point Xc(=U0) = x, length L =/,  and ending point Xo_(=UL_ ) =y.  
To begin with, observe that (5.17) and (6.5) permit one to write, for 
0<Sl<. . -  <sk<l  , 
P"[Us, E dyl ..... U~k E dYk, L E dl, XD_ E dy, XD ~ dzl~C-r ] 
= [O~ 1 (XG)] 1 q, (s  1 ,XG,Y l )  dy 1 q(s2 __ s l ,Y l ,y2)  dy 2 
• "" q(Sk -- Sk-1 ,Yk-a ,Yk) dYk lJA v~, oot(I) 3 ' ( I  -- sk,y,  yk) dl 6(dz, dy) 
(7.1) 
on {G < T<~}. Combining this with (6.7) we obtain the following 
conditional law of (Us). Let 0<t  1<. . -  <t  k<l ,  0<a<l .  Then on 
{G < T < ~} (setting c/O = O) 
P•[Utl ~ dZl,... , Utk ~ dzk l& ,A  = a, X~ =x,  L = l, X o_ =y ,  X o =z]  
= [7(l ,x,y)] 1 q , ( t l , x ,  z l )dz l  q ( t2 - t l , z~,zz )dz2  
• .. q(t k - tk_ ~ , Zk_ ~ , Zk) dz k 4"( l  -- tk, Y, Zk). (7.2) 
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(7.3) Remarks. (i) It is of particular interest hat the conditional law of 
(Us) does not depend on g, a, z or the particular (~7) stopping time T under 
consideration. 
(ii) It follows immediately from (6.3) that (7.2) is equivalent to the same 
formula with ~r  replaced by ~-~. 
(iii) In the next theorem, we shall establish the existence of probability 
measures pxa,y on (X?, ~0)  having finite dimensional distributions given by 
the right side of (7.2). Observe that those finite dimensional distributions are 
those of an inhomogeneous Markov process on ]0,1[ with entrance law 
k~'t'Y(t, z) dz and transition funct ion kl'Y(tl, Z 1 ; t2, z2) given by 
kX't'Y(t, z) = q*(t, x, z) ~*( l -  t,y, z) 
q(l, x, y) , 0 < t < l; (7.4) 
kt ,Y( t l , zx ; t2 ,z2)= q( t2 - t l ' z l ' zz )~*( l - t2 'y ' z2)  O<q <tz<l  , 
~*( l  - t, ,y ,  z l )  
(7.5) 
where, as before, c/O is defined to be 0 for every eC ~. The fact that 
kt'Y(tl ,Zl; t2,z2)dz is a transition function (i.e., satisfies the Chap- 
man-Kolmogorov equation) and that kX't'Y(t, z )dz  is an entrance law for it 
follows readily from (5.10), (5.10)", and (5.18) once one observes that if 
~*( t ,y , z )=O and 0 < s < t, then, using (5.10f, q(s,z, w) ~*(t -- s, y, w)=0,  
a.e. in w. Note that we do not claim (because we cannot prove) that the 
densities (7.4) and (7.5) satisfy the corresponding equations for densities 
identically. 
We come now to the main theorem of this section. In its statement we 
follow [11 ] and let J ->~ denote the a-algebra of post-D events, the simplest 
description of which is that H E J '>D provided H C ~ and for each/a there 
exists/~ E 3-*  with H =/ t  o 0D, p~ a.s. on {D < oo }. In general, D is not in 
J->D. Once again following [11], J~->o will denote J->D V a(D): it was 
shown in [11] that ~->D can be identified with the a-algebra ~->D not over 
X but over the space-time process (T, X). In addition, it is assumed that ,O is 
the space of all right continuous maps co of F~ + into E U {3} admitting c~ as 
a trap and possessing left limit in E on ]0, ([, and that (At) is the coordinate 
process on Y2. Finally, we remind the reader of the abbreviations G, D, L, 
established at the beginning of this section, and the convention that L = oo if 
T~.  
(7.6) THEOREM. For every x ,y  C E and l > 0 there exists a measure 
pxa,y on (Y2, j -o )  such that: 
(i) px,l,y is either a probability measure or zero according as 
~?(l,x,y) > 0 or ~l(1,x,y)=O; 
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(ii) (x,l ,y)-,P~'t'Y(F) is ~ey~++XN measurable for every 
FE  J"o; 
(iii) the finite dimensional distributions of (Xt)o<t< / under P~'~'Y are 
given by the right side of (7.2): that is, (Xt)o<,< t under P~'~'Y is 
inhomogeneous Markov with transition function k I"y (7.5) and entrance law 
k ~'t'y (7.4); 
(iv) PX't'Y[~val]=O; 
(v) px ' t '~[Xt4=Xt_ l=Oi fO<t<l .  
(vi) (Xt)t> 0 under p~,t.y is strong Markov and quasi-left-continuous on 
[o, 
(vii) if ~y,l,x L7 the corresponding dual object and if r t denotes the 
operator of reversal from time l, then rt(P ~'t'y) = fiya,~; 
(viii) if T, G, L, D are as deseribed above then 7I(L,X~,XD_ ) > 0 a.s. 
on {G <T< ~,L <oo} and for FEbY  -° 
E" [F o k. o O6lJ-~,~->o, L, Xo_ ] 
=PX(G)'L'x(°-)[F] on {G < T< ~,L < c~}. (7.7) 
Moreover if N denotes {(x, l,y): P~'t'Y[X o=x,  ~= l, X~ =y]  = 1}, then 
NE ~ X ~,~++ X o ~ and 
(Xa ,L ,X  o )CNa.s .  on {G< T<~,L  < oo}. (7.8) 
(7.9) Remarks. (i) For fixed T, let I denote the (stochastic) excursion 
interval IG, D~, and let ~ be the e-algebra specified by 
~t t= {F E~- :  there exists HE3-*  with F=Ho k R o Oo on {G < oo}}. 
Though neither G nor D is necessarily in J - i  the fact that 
L - -D- -G=(ok  Ro0~ on {T<(} shows that the restriction of L to 
{T < ~} belongs to the trace o f~ on {T < ~}. The same measurability holds 
for the excursion variables ince U t = X t o k R o O~ on {T < (}. For obvious 
reasons ~ is referred to as the e-algebra generated by the excursion strad- 
dling T. Similarly, we define the a-algebra ~c  by 
= D,  :>D)  = , 
where J-~>D = 3->o V 6(D) as discussed before (7.6). Since D = G + L on 
{T < ~}, it is evident hat ~ and o (~,  L, X~_, J -~)  have the same trace 
on {T < ~}. In a rather strong sense, ~c  is the e-algebra generated by X 
outside L Just as in (7.3ii), (6.3) implies that the conditioning in (7.7) may 
be done on ~/~ V e (T )=~c V e(A). Part of the content of (7.7) is that the 
law of the excursion straddling T, conditional on G < T < ~, L < oo and on 
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all information outside the excursion interval, is pX~a),t,x~o-). In particular, 
~ /  and ~//c are conditionally independent on {G < T < ~, L < co }, given 
X(G), L and X(D - ). 
(ii) Because of (7.8) one is justified in calling px,t,~ the law of the 
excursion conditioned to start at x, end at y, and have length l. 
(iii) Similar techniques yield predictable version of the results of this 
section. These will be stated in Section 8. 
(iv) The formula (7.7) may be improved as follows. Let ~ be a coun- 
table generated sub-a-algebra of ~-*  and for each F ~ hJ ~-° let uF(x, l, y; to) 
be a version of P~'*'~(FI~) which is in (b~X~ ++ ×b~)*×~.  Such a 
version exists in view of (7.6)(ii) and Doob's lemma. Let ~ = {F o kR o 0a: 
F E ~ t. Then ,~/c .~.  If F E b,~ "-° then 
EU[FokRoOGI cV G(T) ;k OG. ) (7.10) 
on {G < T< ~,L < co}. This follows from (7.7) by standard arguments 
which we shall leave to the reader. The equality (7.10) may be described 
informally by saying that, on {G < T < ~, L < oo }, conditioning the interior 
of the excursion on the exterior plus ~ is in effect the same as first 
conditioning on the exterior and then on 2.  This lends credence to the claim 
that there is really only one excursion process and that it is governed by 
px,t,y. 
Proof. Fix x, y C E, and I > 0 with r/(l, x, y) > 0. Choose 0 < a < l with 
Q* l (x )>0.  This is possible since as a~0,  Q* l(x) T*px(  R>O)>O 
because *P~(1-e  -R) > 0. Thus K ~'~ is a probability measure on (O,J~-°). 
Define for 0~<r<landzEE 
Q* l(x) t~*( l -  r,y, z) 
g(r, z) = r/(l, x, y) Q,~_ r)+ 1 (Z) ' (7.1 1) 
where the ratio is set equal to zero if the denominator vanishes. Also 
Q(~-r)v01 = 1 if a ~< r. Using (5.1 lii) one checks that for 0 < t < s < l 
j q~(t, z; s, w) g(s, w) dw = g(t, z), (7.12) 
where q" is defined in (6.10). Therefore if 0 < t < s < l, using the Markov 
property of (Xt)t> 0 under K a'x one has 
K"'~[g(s, Xs) lg-~]-- fq~(t ,X, ;s ,z)g(s,z)dz=g(t ,X,) .  (7.13) 
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Moreover for 0 < t < l 
K~'X[ g(t, Xt) ] = I- q~'~(t, z) g(t, z) dz 
(7.14) 
1 
f q* ( t ,x , z )~*( l - - t ,y , z )dz= 1 
?](l, X, y) [z:Q(a t)+l(z ) >01 
in light of (5.11ii) and (5.18). If 0 < s < I define Q~ on (~,_;7 °) by 
QS(F) = K~'~[Fg(s, Xs)], F E b~ ~° . (7.15) 
Clearly Q~ is a probabil ity measure on (D , J '~) .  I f  0 < s~ < s 2 < I and 
FC  bY-° ,  the using (7.13) 
Q'2(F) = K~'~[f g(sz,X,2)] 
= K~'x[v g(s,, X, I ) ]  = Q"(F). 
Thus QS~ restricted to ~-0 agrees with Q'~. Moreover if 0 < t~ < ..- < t k 
s < l, then one checks that Q~(Xr~ E dz I ..... Xt~ ~ dzk) is given by the right- 
hand side of (7.2). Thus (Xt)0<t,<~ is an inhomogeneous Markov process 
under Q'  with entrance law and transition function given by (7.4) and (7.5). 
In addition, Q~ is independent ' of the choice of a > 0 provided only that 
Q* l(x) > 0. Also 
Q'[X~ ~ E] = K~'~[ g(s,X~)] = 1 
and so QS[(> s] = i. 
If W s denotes the space of maps w s from [0, s] to E which are right 
continuous on [0, s[ and have left limits on ]0, s], and if ~ denotes the o- 
algebra generated by the coordinate maps Yt(w ~) = w'(t), 0 ~ t ~ s, then W' 
may be topologized so that ~ is its Borel a-field and W' is co-Souslinian. 
See [2, IV, 19]. This will permit us to use below the inverse limit theorem 
[2, II I, 53]. Define now maps / / ' :  12--, IV' as follows: fix x 0 ~ E and set 
(H'co)(t) = co(t), 0 ~ t <~ s if ~(co) > s 
=xo,O<~t<~s if ~(09) ~< s. 
Then (~s __ H,(QS) is a probability on (W s, ~s)  because Q~(~ > s) = 1. Of 
course, (Yt)0<t<s under Q~ has the same finite dimensional distributions as 
(Xt)o<t< ~ under Q'. Let W be the space of maps, w, from [0, l[ to E which 
are right continuous and have left limits on ]0, l[ and ~ the g-algebra 
generated by the coordinate maps Yr(w)= w(t), O~ t < I. Let (s~) be a 
strictly increasing sequence with s~ T 1 and set (W ~, ~" )= (W '~, ~ '~)  and 
Q~ = (~,. Define p~ : W "+ 1 __+ W ~ by Pn w"+ l(t) = w~+ 1(0' 0 ~ t ~ S~. Then 
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(W,~)  may be identified with the inverse limit of (W",~",p,) .  Conse- 
quently using the result in III-53 of [2], there exists a probability measure Q 
on (W, ~)  such that q"(Q) = Q" for each n where q": W~ W" is defined in 
the obvious way (restricting the domain of w C W to [0, s,]). But this is just 
another way of saying that (Yt)0<t<t under Q is an inhomogeneous Markov 
process with transition function and entrance law given by (7.4) and (7.5). 
Finally let H: W~ X'2 by Hw(t) = w(t) if t < l, Hw(t) = 6 if t >~ I. Then H 
is measurable relative to ~ and j -0  and HW = {~ = l}. Define px,t,y = ll(Q). 
It is clear that (Xt)0<t< l under px,r,y is a Markov process with transition 
function and entrance law given by (7.4) and (7.5) and that PX't'Y[~4: 1] = 0. 
If we define px,l,y = 0 when r/(l, x, y) = 0, these assertions remain valid and 
it is evident from the explicit expressions for the finite dimensional 
distributions that (7.6ii) holds. Thus the first four assertions of (7.6) are 
established. 
For (v), let 0 < t < l. By construction if F C hY-~, then 
Px'"Y(F) = K~'X(F g(t, Xt) ) 
and so (v) follows from (6.12)0). The fact that rt(PX't'Y)=fi y't'~ is now 
evident from the explicit form of the finite dimensional distributions in (7.2) 
and (5.19). This establishes (vii). 
Next we turn to (viii). Let A={G<T<¢,  L <oo}. Observe that 
D=G+L=T+Ro0 r and D<~onA,  becauseR <~i fR  < ao. Conse- 
quently X~_ exists on A. Let h be the indicator of {(l,x,y): q(l, x ,y )= 0}. 
Then using (6.5) 
E"[h(L, Xa,XD_);A] =E"{HA'X(a)[h(R, Xa ,X ,_ ) ;R  < ao]; G < r< ~}. 
For a > 0, we obtain from (6.4) and (6.6) 
H~'X[h(R,x,X. ) ;R <oo1 
. oo  
~- (Q~ 1 (X))--I j l i 'h(r,x,y)~(~',x,y)P(dz, 
(1 
and so r/(L, XG, X~ ) > 0 almost surely on A establishing the first assertion 
in (viii). 
In order to prove (7.7) we need the following lemma. 
(7.16) LEMMA. I f  F C b~Y -°, then for all x, a > 0, and ~u E 
b (~ + × g" × ~') one has 
*pX[F o k .q / (R ,X ._ ,X . ) ;  a < RI 
= *Px[P~:'R'x~R-)(F) gt(R,X R ,Xk); a < R]. 
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Proof By convention ~, ( r ,y ,~)=0 and so the integrals in (7.16) are 
over tR < ~}. It suffices to prove this when F= ~I~=~fj.(Yt:), 0 < t~ < ..- < t k 
and fj E bg. Then F o k R = 0 if R ~ t k and so the left side of (7.16) becomes 
k v 
.px L~=lf:(X,:) q/(R,X, ,X,);a V t k < R]. 
Using the Markov property of ,px, (5.17), and the finite dimensional 
distribution of (Xt) under px,r,z given in (7.2), this last expression may be 
written 
.oo 
f~J Px'r'z(F) q(r, x, z) q/(r, z, w) dr 6(dw, dz), 
oVt  k 
which, in view of (6.6), is equal to ,px[px,R,x(g )[F]~(R, Xg ,XR); 
a V t k <R]. But if tk>/r > O, P ..... (F )=0 for all z since px .... (~4- r )=0 
and F contains the factor fk(Xtk). Combining these observations establishes 
Lemma (7.16). 
Returning to (7.7), fix Z~ b,~ r, F and YG b J  -°, and ~0 E b (3  + X g). 
Then using (6.5) and recalling A = {G < T < ~; L < oo} 
J -E" [ZFo  k R o Oaq~(L,Xo_ ) Yo Oo;A ] 
=EU[ZHA'X(a)[Fo kR~O(R, XR_ ) Yo O R ;R < ao]; G < T< ~]. 
(7.17) 
If a>0 andxCE,  then 
Ha'X[F o k R (o(R, XR_ ) yo O R ;R < oo] 
= [Q* l (x ) ] - '  *PX[F o k, (o(R, XR_)EX(R)(Y); a < R] 
= [Q* l (x ) ] - '  *px[px'"'X~R-)(r) ~o(R,X, )EXCm(Y); a < R] 
= [Q* l(x)] ' *Px[PX'"'x("-)(F)(o(R,X, )go OR;a <R < oo], 
where we have used (7.16) and the strong Markov property of .px. 
Substituting this into (7.17) and using (6.5) once again 
J= E"[zPxCa)'L'X~D-)(F) (p(L, XD_ ) Y o OD;A ]. 
By standard completion arguments this continues to hold if Y eft_ bY-* and 
F C bY-*, establishing (7.7). 
Turning next to (7.8), the fact that (x,l,y)-4PX't'Y(F) is ~" ×~++ × g 
measurable for F E J  -° implies by a routine argument that N G g × 
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~++×~.  Let fEb(~x~++×~) .  On A, f(Xo,~,X~_)okRoO~= 
f(X~, L, 2(o ) and so, using the notation of (7.9), (7.7) implies that 
pX(a),L,XW--)[f(Xo, ~, X~ )] 
=E~[f(XG,L, Xo_ ) I~  v o(T)] =f(X~,L ,X  D ) 
on A. From this, (7.8) follows easily. 
The only assertion of (7.6) which has not yet been proved is (vi). It turns 
out that (vi) is an immediate consequence of a more general result which will 
be the subject of a future publication, and we shall not give a separate proof 
of (vi) here. 
8. THE PREDICTABLE VERSION 
Again X and X satisfy the conditions et down in Section 5. The duality 
hypotheses imply [20, (5.4)] that if (fit) is a predictable purely discontinuous 
AF of X, then there exists a positive Borel function b on E with {b > 0} 
semipolar such that fix= ~o<s<tb(Xs)= Y~o<s<tb(Xs_). It is not hard to 
deduce from this and (4.5) that Maisonneuve's sufficient condition [14, V] 
for the existence of a predictable xit system is verified, though perhaps it is 
more direct to use the argument in the proof of [7, (1.8)]. The point here is 
that the sufficient condition [7, (1.7)] is evident in this case. The predictable 
exit system is obtained by taking dual predictable projections in (5.3). One 
obtains a predictable additive functional C with bounded 1-potential and a 
kernel #W(dog) from (E, ~) to (-0,3 -°) such that the statement of (5.3) is 
valid with *P replaced by #P and B replaced by C with the following two 
changes: 
(i) Z must be predictable in (5.4); 
(ii) the continuous part of C may not be carried by F in general. 
One now defines Qt ~ and q#(t,x,y) in terms of #P as before and the 
corresponding dual objects Q~ and ~#(t, x, y). In addition let ~ be the Revuz 
measure of the predictable AF, C and fi the Revuz measure of C. Then 
arguing just as before one obtains the following analogues of (5.13) and 
(5.15ii) 
PX[Ga C ds, Xao_ E dy, Xo E dz; O < G~ < a] 
= 1]o,at(s ) p(s, x, y) q#(a -- s, y, z) ds/~(dy) dz. (8.1) 
l~X[R C dr, X R C dy] = q#(r, y, x) dr g(dy). (8.2) 
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Here (8.1) is valid for all x and (8.2) for x E E(/~). One also has the dual of 
(8.2) valid for x C E(R) 
pX[R C dr, X R E dy] = ~#(r, y, x) dr /3(dy). (8.3) 
Next we turn to the appropriate version of (6.5). Unfortunately, there is an 
error in the discussion of this in [14], and so our treatment differs slightly 
from that of Maisonneuve. If t ~ 0 define 
gt = sup{s < t: s ~M}.  (8.4) 
Then go = 0 and gt = Gt-  if t > 0. Plainly t~g t is left continuous and 
adapted. Observe that gt = G¢ if G t < t. Recall that if S: ~ ~ [0, oo ] is ~-  
measurable, then ~s-  is the a-algebra defined by Z C~s_  if and only if 
Z E ~r- and there exists a predictable process (Zt) with Z = Z s on {S < ov }. 
Define ~- t  = J -g , - ,  t >~ 0. 
(8 .5 )  PROPOSITION. Suppose that almost surely M has no isolated points. 
Then 
(i) (~)  is a filtration and ~ c ~for  each t. 
(ii) I f  T is an (~)  stopping time, then ~T-  cY - r -  C~r  " 
Remark. In [14] Maisonneuve defines ~=~,_ .  He then asserts that 
since M has no isolated points G t ~< u if and only if t ~< D u and consequently 
t ~ Z~, is predictable if (Zt) is predictable. It is easy to see that both of these 
assertions are incorrect. For the first let X be translation to the right in 
and M the occupation time of [0, 1] ~) [2, 3]. Then starting from 0, D 1 = 2 
but G 2 = 2 > 1. For the second let E = {xl, x2} with x I and x 2 being holding 
points with parameter 1 and with X jumping from x 1 to x z and from x z to 
x~. Let M be the closure of {t:Xt=Xl}. Then starting from x~, t~ G~ has a 
discontinuity at the totally inaccessible time at which X first jumps from x z 
to x I and so t ~ G t is not predictable. Maisonneuve then uses the (incorrect) 
second assertion to show that (~,_ )  is a filtration, and so this statement is 
suspect. 
Proof. I f  A C~0,  then Zt(co )= 1a(O) is predictable and so 
J00 =~0 c~ if t > 0. If (Z,) is left continuous and adapted, then so is 
t~  Zg.  Hence if (Zt) is predictable so is (Zg,). In particular, ~c~.  
Following [14], if (Zt) is predictable and u > 0, then Z~ =Zg, A" is predic- 
table. Because M has no isolated points, if 0 < u < v one has g~ =gg,,A,, and 
hence Zg =Zg~ shows that ~ c~-~.  The proof of (ii) is completely 
analogous to the proof of Proposition 1, part (2) in [14]. 
(8.6) Remark. Obviously ~ and ~ have the same trace on 
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{G s < S < oo } for any positive J -  random variable S. Consequently, if T is 
an (~'D stopping_time the trace of 2~_  on {Gr < T < oo} is contained in 
the trace of ~f r -  on {Gr< T< 0o}. Finally note that on this set 
A t= T- -g  r. 
Following Maisonneuve define measures H~,~ on J - *  (a > 0, x E E) as 
follows: (c/O = O) 
H~,x(F) = #px[F; a < R A C]/Q2 l(x), a > O. (8.7) 
Then the following analogue of (6.5) is valid. 
(8.8) THEOREM. Suppose that almost surely M has no isolated points. 
Let T be an (~)  stopping time and F C &~-*. Then 
(i) Q¢~ l(Xa~_) > O a.s. on {Gr<T<~};  
(ii) E"[Fo  Or [~r]  =HA(r),x(G ~ )(F) on {G r < T< ~}. 
Remark. If T - -  t, then (8.8) is valid without the assumption that M has 
no isolated points. 
All of the results of Sections 6 and 7 now have appropriate analogues. We 
shall be content o describe the main result corresponding to Theorem 7.6. 
We suppose that almost surely M has no isolated points for X and X. (A 
simple time reversal argument shows that one need only assume this for X or 
J?. Also if the (~)  stopping time below is constant one may drop this 
assumption completely.) For each x, y E E and l > 0 there exists a measure 
Px,l,y on ($2, J -°) such that the assertions in Theorem 7.6 hold with px,l,y 
replaced by Px,t,y, q* and c~* replaced by q# and c~ e, and r/(l, x,y)  replaced 
by re(l, x, y) = f qe(t, x, z) 3#(1 - t, y, z) dz, 0 < t < l, with the following 
changes. In (viii), T is an (J~) stopping time and G = G r, L = Lr ,  D = D r 
as in Section 7. Then ~I#(L, XG ,XD)> 0 a.s. on {G < T< ~;L < 0o} and 
(7.7) becomes 
E" [ f  o k .  o = Px<  ),Lx(m(F) (8.9) 
on {G < T < (, L < oo } for F ~ hY -°. Moreover (7.8) must be replaced by 
(Xa_ ,L ,  Xo) C N a.s. on {G < T< ( ,L  < m}, (8.10) 
where JV =-- {(x, l, y): Px,t,y(Xo = x, ~ = l) = 1 }. 
Let us point out that one may mix these results; that is use qe as entrance 
law and q* as exit law or q* as entrance'law and c~ e as exit law. We leave 
the precise formulations to the interested reader. 
607/45/3 6
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Finally the measure /a may be identified in some situations. Using the 
predictable xit system 
_CO 
E~(e-~) = E x Jn 
.oo =E J 1M~(t) e- '  dt. (8.11) 
0 
Since 1M(t )dt  is a CAF that is strongly dominated by dt, there exists a 
positive Borel function m such that the first term on the right side of (8.11) 
is U~rn. The second term equals 
e -t dt 
.CO 
l~t(t )e  t dt + E x JR 
j.Ds jco -s#pXm(1 e R)dC, E x V e - t d t= E ~ e - 
s~_MI, s<~ S 0 
= j u~(x, y) h(y) /a(dy), 
where h(x)= #PX(1-  e R). Thus (8.11)becomes 
EX(e -R) = glm(x)  q- gl(hfl)(x). (8.x2) 
It seems reasonable to call ~rl(dx) =- m(x) dx + h(x)/~(dx) the 1-capacitary 
measure of R. In the case R is the hitting time of a Borel set K of potential 
zero then zr I = Try--the familiar 1-capacitary measure of K. See Section VI.4 
of [1 ]. In this case /1 = h-1 ~K'L Recall 0 < h ~< 1. This identification of/1 
gives an interesting sidelight to (8.2). This should also be compared to the 
last exit results in Section 3 of [6]. 
9. THE ENDS OF AN EXCURSION INTERVAL 
Throughout this section it will be assumed only that X is a standard 
process. In this and the remaining sections we employ the notation, where 
E o cE  
{X C E 0 } ~- { (t, co): 0 < t < ~(co), Xt(co ) C E o }; (9.1) 
{X ~Eo}- -{ ( t ,  co):O<t<~(co),Xt_(co)~Eo}.  (9.2) 
Given an arbitrary subset W of ]0, ~ we denote by W-  its (pathwise) 
closure in ]0, ~I--that is, W-(co) is the closure of W(co) in ]0, ~(co)[. As in 
Section 4, Wt(co ) denotes the set of strictly positive left endpoints of the 
intervals contiguous to W-  (co). Similarly, Wr(co ) will denote the set of right 
endpoints of the intervals contiguous to W(co). 
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What we shall do in this section is record some observations about the 
behavior of X at the left ends M~ and right ends M r of the excursion 
intervals. The results here serve as preliminaries to Section 11, where we 
specialize to excursions from a point. 
(9.3) LEMMA. Let E o ~ ~ be finely perfect. Then, up to evanescence, 
{X ~ E o} = {X_ C E o}-. 
Proof. Both {XCEo} and {X CEo} are closed optional homo- 
geneous ets, so it suffices to show that the debut D of {X_ C Eo}- is a.s. 
equal to the debut D of {X~Eo}- .  Obviously D (resp.,D) is the same as 
the debut of {X  ~ Eo} (resp., {XE Eo} ). It follows then from [1, L (10.20)] 
that D_ >~ D a.s. On the other hand, it is well known that E 0 being finely 
perfect implies that D is a.s. equal to the penetration time of E0--that is, a.s., 
X tEE  0 for uncountably many t in an arbitrary neighborhood of D. It 
follows from this and the fact that a.s. t~X t has at most a countable 
number of discontinuities that D_ ~< D a.s. 
Fix now a closed subset E o of E. We are going to consider excursions 
away from E o, so we define M by 
M- -  {XE Eo}-'. (9.4) 
In this situation, we shall say that all excursions from M (or from Eo) start 
in E o in case 
M t ~ {X@ Eo} up to evanescence (9.5) 
and that all such excursions end in E o in case 
M r c {X_ E E0} up to evanescence. (9.6) 
We shall cast (9.5) and (9.6) in various equivalent forms. First of all we 
define/2t,/2r c /2  by 
/2,--- {o9 C/2: {X(co) C E0} is closed in ]0, ~(co)[}; (9.7) 
/2r= {o9 E/2: /X (co) EE0} is closed in ]0, ~(o9)[}. (9.8) 
Because {X(og)C Eo} is right closed in ]0, ~(oJ)[ one has 
M(~) = {X(co) E E o } U M,(~o). 
Consequently 09 C/2i if and only if 
MI(o9 ) c {X(oJ) ~ Eo}. 
(9.9) 
(9.10) 
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Similarly, co ~ D r if and only if 
Mr(o)) ¢ {x_ (co) e E0 }. (9.11) 
Because M(co) = {0 < t < ~(co): t = Gt(co)} one sees that co E X? I if and only 
if 
Xa,(a)) ~ Eofor all t sueh that 0 < @(co) < ~(e)), 
and that, similarly, co C X? r if and only if 
(9.12) 
XDt_(co ) C Eofor all t such that Dr(co ) < oo. (9.13) 
All of the observations above are simple set theoretic equivalences, with 
no probabilities involved. This is true also of the next assertion (9.14), but 
not of its mate (9.15). 
(9.14) LEMMA. Under (9.4), coC,Q r if and only if {X(co) CE0}c  
{x_¢o) Eo}. 
Proof. Let ~o be in ~2 r. I fX  t ( co )~E o andXt(co )~E o then t~M(co)  
but since E o is closed t is not an accumulation point from the left of M(co). 
Consequently t EMr(co ) and so, by (9.11), Xt_(co ) E E o, a contradiction. 
Therefore {X(~)~Eo}c  {X (~o) CEo}. Conversely, if tCMr(co ) then 
obviously Xt(o~ ) ~E o since {XEE0} is right closed. By hypothesis then 
X t (o~) E E o, and this proves that (9.11) holds. 
(9.15) LEMMA. Suppose that E o is closed and finely perfect. Then Y2~ is 
a.s. equal to {co: {X_(co) CE0} c {X(a)) CE0} }. 
Proof The proof of (9.14) applies with only obvious changes once we 
use (9.3) to obtain M= {X_ CE0} up to evanescence. 
10. DUALITY AND THE ENDS OF EXCURSIONS 
In this section we impose as a blanket hypothesis that X has a dual 2( up 
to a polar set. We need no dual density though. Let (N, A) be a LSvy system 
for X and let t¢ be the measure on E X E defined by 
~:(dx, dy) = N(x, dy) Z(dx), 
where 2 is the Revuz measure corresponding to the CAF  A. From the 
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definition of L6vy system and the properties of 2 given in Section 4 (see also 
[19]) 
E x ~__ f (X t_ ,Xt )= l ) -u (x ,y ) f (y , z )K (dy ,  dz), (10.1) 
o<t<~ 
whenever f~  (g × g)+ vanishes on the diagonal of E X E. Moreover, the 
corresponding dual formula simply reverses the coordinates of ~:: 
j) ~x ~ f (X , _ ,X t )= u(y ,x ) f (y , z )x (dz ,  dy). (10.1) ~ 
0<t<~ 
A Borel subset E o of E will be called left jump free for X (resp., right 
jump free for X) if (10.2) (resp., (10.3)) holds: 
X(Eo X E) = 0; 
~c(E X E0) = 0. 
(10.2) 
(10.3) 
The following result is evident from the relation between (10.1) and (10.1)L 
(10.4) LEMMA. E o is left jump free for X if and only if E o is right jump 
free for X. 
Note that if 2(Eo) = 0 then E 0 is left jump free. 
The conditions (10.2), (10.3) have the interpretation, made precise in 
(10.5) below, that E o is left (resp., right) jump free if a.s. no jump of X 
originates (resp., terminates) in E o. 
(10.5) PROPOSITION. 
/f (10.6) (resp., (10.7)) holds: 
{X C Eo ,Xg:X_  } is evanescent; 
{X C E o , X ~ X_ } is evanescent. 
Proof If E o is left jump free, then from (10.1) 
E o is left (resp., right) jump free for X if and only 
(10.6) 
(10.7) 
J) E~ ~ 1Eo(Yt-) I,X, ~X,J = U(x,y) le0(y ) •(dy, dz) 0<t<~ 
=0 
because ~c(E oX E)= 0. That is, (10.6) holds. Conversely, if (10.6) holds, 
(10.1) shows that 
f u(x, y) leo(y ) ~c(dy × E) = 0 
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for all x E E. But p(dy) = leo(y ) x(dy × E) is a countable sum of finite 
measures, and the kernel u(x,y) is the increasing limit of the finite kernels 
u~(x,y). It is a well known fact [1, VII that i fp  is finite and fu" (x ,y )  
g(dy) = 0 on E then g = 0, and a simple argument using the observations 
above shows that le0(y ) K(dy × E) vanishes. That is, x(E o × E)=0.  The 
other case is similar. 
(10.8) LEMMA. Let E o c E be closed, left jump free, and finely perfect, 
and suppose M = {XE Eo} . Let B be the AF  in (5.3). Then 
(i) {X_ @ E0} c {X ~ E0} up to evanescence; 
(ii) M= {XE E0} up to evanescence; 
(iii) B is continuous. 
Proof Because E o is left jump free, (10.5) shows that 
{X  E Eo}c  {X~E0} up to evanescence. However, since E o is finely 
perfect, {X C E 0 } has no isolated points and, E 0 being closed, it follows that, 
up to evanescence, M ic  {X  E Eo}. Therefore Mtc  {XEEo} up to 
evanescence, so (ii) follows from the criterion (9.10). For (iii) we use the fact 
[13] that the discontinuities of B are carried by Mt~ {XC Eo}, which in this 
case is evanescent. 
(10.9) Remark. Under the hypotheses of (10.8), since B is continuous, 
the optional exit system is also a predictable exit system. The additive 
functional C of §8 is equal to B and is therefore continuous. 
(10.10) COROLLARY. Let z C E be regular for itself and suppose that 
E o - {z} is left jump free. Then B is a local time at z. 
Proof Since z is regular for itself, {z} is finely perfect. Therefore, by 
(10.8), B is continuous. However, we observed in Section5 that the 
continuous part of B is carried by {X = z}. The result follows. 
To conclude this section, we consider the special case, of interest in the 
next section, in which X is self dual relative to ft. 
(10.11) THEOREM. Let z E E be regular for itself. Then if X is self dual, 
the following cbnditions are equivalent: 
(i) {z} is left jump free; 
(ii) {z} is right jump free; 
(iii) all excursions from z start at z (9.5); 
(iv) all excursions from z end at z (9.6); 
(v) {X=z} is a.s. closed in ]0,~[; 
(vi) {X_=z} is a.s. closedin ]0, if[; 
(vii) {X_ =z}  = {X=z} up to evanescence. 
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Proof The equivalence (iii) <=> (v) comes from (9.10) and (9.7) and 
(iv)c> (vi) from (9.11) and (9.8). Because of self duality, (i)~:> (ii) is a 
consequence of (10.4). In addition, (10.5) shows that (i) holds if and only if 
{X  =z} c {X=z} up to evanescence and that (ii) holds if and only if 
{Y=z}c{X_=z}.  Now, if (v) holds, {X =z}c{X=z} comes from 
(9.3), and this proves (v)=> (i). Similarly (vi)=> (ii). On the other hand, 
since (i) and (ii) together imply {Y_ = z } c {Y = z } and 
{X=z} c {X  =z}, the fact that (i)=> (ii) shows that in fact (i)=> (vii). 
Finally, it is obvious that (vii) ~ (vi) and that (vii) => (v). This is enough to 
establish the equivalence of (i)-(vii). 
11. EXCURSIONS OF SYMMETRIC PROCESSES FROM POINTS 
During this entire section we work under a rather strong symmetry 
hypotheses. In addition to supposing that the dual density hypotheses are in 
force, it is supposed that the density p(t, x, y) is symmetric: 
p(t, x,y) =p(t,y,  x) for all t > O; x,y C E. (11.1) 
We specialize throughout to the case of excursions from a point z C E. In 
order to avoid trivialities, we require 
z is regular for itself, and M = {X = z}-.  (11.2) 
The final blanket hypothesis of this section is, in the terminology of 
(10.2), 
{z} is left jump free. (11.3) 
The reader is reminded of (10.11), which gives some reformulations of 
(11.3). We shall discuss some examples atisfying (11.1)-(11.3) at the end of 
this section. 
The first observation we make is that under (11.1)-(11.3), (10.11) shows 
that all excursions tart and end at z and so the only relevant px,l,y are those 
with x = y = z. This follows from (7.6). In addition (7.6) shows that 
rt(p:,t,z) = pzd,z for every l > 0. (1 1.4) 
Using (7.7) we are led immediately to the following result. 
(11.5) THEOREM. Let T be an (J4~t) stopping time. Then, conditional on 
{0 < G r < T < ~, L r < oo }, the P" law of the excursion process (Ut) strad- 
dling T (Section 6) is invariant under reversal at its lifetime L r. 
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We are going to put these ideas into a stronger form by defining certain 
maps of £2 onto itself which will turn out to preserve all the measures P". 
We are assuming, as in previous sec.tions, that 12 is the canonical path space 
described at the beginning of Section 5. 
As far as the transformations we envision are concerned, the good set of 
paths is defined by 
sT -  {co ~ .o: {x(co) = z} = {X-(co) = z}}. (11.6) 
The reader is reminded of the discussion at the beginning of §9. Observe that 
(10.11) shows that p , (~c)= 0 for every/1. 
Fix now an (~)  stopping time T. Define p: X2 ~ ~ by 
(pm)(t) = CO([GT(CO) + Dr(co) -- t] -- ) / f0 < Gr(co ) < t < Dr(co ) < 
and ~o ~ ~, 
= co(t) otherwise. (11.7) 
That is, if co ~ ~, then pco is identical to co except on the excursion strad- 
dling T, and on that excursion interval, if finite, pco is obtained from co by 
reversing this segment of the path. In future we shall say simply that the 
operator p reverses the excursion straddling T, the precise meaning being 
given by (11.7). Observe that p: 12 ~ t2. 
We shall simplify our notation below just as in Section 7, setting G ~ G r, 
D=-Dr ,  L=--L r and I=--IG, DI. Recall the ~-algebras ~,~/ / , .  defined in 
(7.9). 
(11.8) PROPOSITION. 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 
Proof 
(i) Top=Ta.s . ;  
for a.a. co, p(pco) = co; 
if H ~ ~c  then H o p = H a.s.; 
j o  c~,  v ~,,,.. 
Part (iv) is routine and left to the reader, and (ii) is an obvious 
consequence of (i). To prove (i) we need (A.5) from the Appendix. Set 
co '=pco and observe that if T (co)=t  then Gt(o))=Gt(co'  ) and 
X,(co) =X, (co ' )  for all u ~< Gt(co ). It then follows from (A.5i) that after 
deleting a null set from O, T (co ' )= T(co). This establishes (i). For (iii) we 
use the second part of (A.5). If H C~->D V a(XD_ ) V tr(L) it is clear that 
H o p = H on ~,  hence a.s. on I2. If H C ~,  then after deleting a null set 
from Y2, set co' = pco so that Gr(co ) = Gr(co' ) (this uses T(co) = T(co')) and 
X,(co) =X~(co')  for all u ~< Gr(co). According to (A.5 ii), H(co)=H(co ' ) .  
The proof of (iii) is then completed by an appeal to the monotone class 
theorem. 
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(11.9) THEOREM. F ixFC~canddef ine f i : f2 -~2byf i co=pco i fcoEF ,  
rico=co if  oJ ¢i F. Then fiPu = P ~. 
Proof Because ~-0 a ~ V ~c  it is sufficient to prove that if F C 
and H E b~W//c, then 
E" [(F/-/) o ;1 = E" [FU]. 
First of all, fi is the identity map except on FA{0<G<D< c~}. In 
addition, since T is a stopping time and XG=z on {G > 0}, the strong 
Markov property implies that P"{0 < G = T< D} = 0. However, it is not 
possible that T= D without X r = z and hence G-- T. It follows from these 
remarks that it is enough to prove 
E"[(FH) op;F;0 < G < T<D < ~] =EU[FH;F;O < G < T<D < ~]. 
(1 1.10) 
In view of the definition of ~,, we may write F=Jo  k R o O~ on 
{G < T< D < ~},  where JC  bY* .  It is easy to check that i f JC  b~ ~: then 
on {G<T<D< oo} 
J o k R ° 0 a o p = J o r~ o k R o Oa. 
From (11.8 iii) we obtain 
E~[(FH) o p; F; 0 < G < T< D < oo ] 
=E~[ Jok  R oO6opH;F ;O  < G < T < D < c~] 
=E ~[Jo r~o k R oO cH;F ;O  < G < T < D < oo]. 
We now bring in (7.7) to evaluate this last expression, conditioning first 
on ~c  V a(T), and obtain 
Eu[P~'L':(Jo r~)H; r ;o  < G < T < D < c~]. 
However, using (7.6iv) and (7.6vii), pza,~(jo r~)=Pz't '"( Jo r t )=p: , l , : ( j ) .  
On may now retrace the steps above to verify the equality (11.10). 
A second path transformation q) which reverses every excursion away 
from z will now be considered. Recalling the definition of ~ (11.6) set 
(q~co)(t) = ¢o([Gt(co ) + Dr(co ) -- t] -- t] --) i f  co • .Q, 
0 < Gt(co ) < Dr(CO) < oo, 
= co (t) otherwise. (11.11) 
Note that it t G M(co), then ~co( t )= co(D t - - )=  z since all excursions of ~o 
end at z. Therefore q)co = co on M. It is easy to check now that q),O ~ ,Q. 
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No explicit mention has been made of an (~¢~) stopping time T, but if one 
is given and p is defined by (11.7) then ~o)=po)  on [Gr(o)), Dr(o))]. 
(11.12) THEOREM. For every :1, cl)P u =P" .  
Proof Given u > 0, set Tlu = inf{t: A t > u}, where A t = t - G t is the age 
process. Then Ttu is a stopping time over (~-) and the excursion straddling 
Tlu is the first excursion exceeding u in length. Define T, ~ recursively for 
n>~2by 
T~, = inf{t > D(T~, 1):A t > u}. 
It is easy to see that the T n are stopping times over (~4~-) and the excursion 
straddling Tun is the nth excursion exceeding u in length. Denote by p~ the 
map of 22 onto ,(2 which reverses the excursion straddling T,", if,finite, and let 
q~u: 22-~ reverse all the finite excursions whose lengths exceed u. If 
F~hf i  -°, then for n > t/u one has F o Ou = F o pl o f l2  . . .  o flun SO 
E"F  o ~ = E"F, using (1 1.9). It follows that for every u > 0, OuP" = P". 
In order to complete the proof it suffices to show that EUF o ~ = E"F  with 
F=f lOXt , - . . f ,  oXt, , f~ ..... f ,  bounded continuous functions on E. If 
co C 22, t > 0 and f is bounded continuous, then 
f (X t (¢  u co)) =f (X(~,+~-  t)- (co)) 
=f(x,(o))) 
if 0 < Gt(o) )~<Dt(o) ) < ov and 
D,(w) -- G,(o)) > u 
otherwise. 
As u decreases to 0, either tCM(o))t ,A [0, R(O))[U [supM(o)), oe[ or t is 
eventually in an excursion of length > u. In the first case 
Xt ° ~u(o)) = Xt ° ~(o)) for all u > 0, while in the second, 
Xto Ou(o) )~X,  o O(o)) as u ],~ 0. Thus, for all co, as u ~,[ 0, 
f (Xt( q~u o)) ) ~ f (Xt( Oo)) ). 
For F of the form described above, we have therefore F o q~,--* F o q5 
boundedly a.s. as u ~ ,[ 0, so E"Fo  q~=E"F  by Lebesgue dominated 
convergence. 
We conclude this section with a brief discussion of particular cases in 
which the symmetry hypothesis (11.1), the regularity of z for itself, and the 
fact that {z} is left jump free (11.3) all obtain. 
The simplest case is that of a regular diffusion on an interval E c ~. By 
the very definition of regularity of X, every point z is regular for itself. If one 
takes ~ to be speed measure, the existence of symmetric transition densities 
p( t ,x ,y )  comes from [12,(4.11)]. The results (11.5), (11.9) and (11.12) 
seem interesting even in this case. For example, (11.5) gives what is 
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obviously the correct explanation of one of the phenomena observed in [10] 
having to do with the distribution of an additive functional over the ends of 
the excursion straddling t. 
Without going into the proof, which is easy using (11.9) and the methods 
of [10], we record a theorem which gives a considerable generalization over 
some of the results of [10]. So as to have the simplest statement, we restrict 
outselves to the situation where X is a regular diffusion on E = ~ + satisfying 
0 has potential zero; (11.13) 
pX { T o< oo } = l for all x > O. (11.14) 
Under (11.13) and (11.14) one has 
pO{0<G r<T<D r< oo}=1 (11.15) 
for every stopping time T such that P~{T< oo}= 1 for all x and 
P°{T > 0} = 1. We now consider excursions away from 0, and fix a stopping 
time T over (~)  with these properties. Given e > 0, set G ~-  
sup{s < T:X~ <~ e} and D~=inf{s > T :X ,~e}.  Clearly P°IG < G~ <~ 
D ~<D}=I ,  and as e ;0 ,  G ~;G and D ~TD. Set I ~=IG,G¢~ and 
J¢ - ID~,D~. It is not hard to see that ifp is defined by (11.7) then, possibly 
after deleting a null set from ,Q, 
p ~ ~qz-(I~)/~(Je) and p C ~-(J~)/3-(I~). (11.16) 
It follows then from (11.9) that p is a measure preserving map of 
(X?, J - (F ) ,  pO) onto (-(2, ~-(J~)pO). Moreover, as e ~ 0, these two spaces are 
asymptotically independent in the following sense: if e, ~ 0 and if one 
chooses F, ~ 2Y-(P.) and H, E g-(J~") with 0 <~ F,,  H, ~< 1, then 
E°(F ,H, )  ~ E°(F,) E°(H,). (11.17) 
Another class of examples atisfying (11.1)-(11.3) is provided by certain 
symmetric L6vy processes X on ~. Suppose that the exponent function V is 
defined by E ° e iux' = e -t°("l and that f e -t°(u) du < oo for every t > 0. (The 
symmetry of X is equivalent to ~, being real.) 
p(t, x, y) = f e iu<y x) e-t°(~) du 
defines a symmetric density relative to Lebesgue measure. Suppose that 0 is 
regular for itself, so that every point is regular for itself. This is the case, for 
example, if X is a symmetric stable process with index a > 1. Then in the 
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L6vy system (N, A) one may take A t = t, and consequently every point is left 
jump free. Therefore (11.1)-(I  1.3) are satisfied. 
Note that the results of this section cannot be expected to hold in case {z} 
is not left jump free. For example, if X is a regular step process on a coun- 
table state space E and if all states communicate, then X satisfies the dual 
density hypotheses of Section 3. If we consider excursions away from a fixed 
point z, the measures px,t,~ do not reduce essentially to pz,l::  in effect, x 
must be allowed to vary over the support of N(z , .  ), where N is a L6vy 
kernel for X. The excursion theory, though rather trivial, is rather different 
from that described above. In particular, the optional and predictable xit 
systems are different in this case. 
12. SCALED EXCURSIONS 
Let us return to the situation and notation of Theorem 7.6. Thus T is an 
(~'~) stopping time, G = G r, D = D r, L = L r = D -- G. Consider the process 
Yt=X6+tL ,O~t< 1, Yt=(~, t>~ 1 on {G< T<~;  L < ~}.  The following 
result shows that Y is essentially the excursion process. 
(12.1) PROPOSITION. Let l > O. Then the law of (Yt/t)0<t<t under P" 
conditional on J-r,J->>,D,X6 = x, L = I, X D_ = y and {G < T< ~} is p~,t,y. 
Proof Fix 0 ,( t I < . . -  <( t. < 1 and consider Z = E[~ l~(Yt:), ~ E bg, J=  , , 
1 ~ j  ~< n. Since 
Yt = Xa+tL =XIR ° 0a =Xt~ ° kR ° Oa 
o n X on {G<~, L <~}, Z=Hok R 0 6 on this set where H=I~j= l f j (  t:~)- 
Consequently by (7.6viii) 
X6= x,X  =y] 
---_ px ,  l,y = px , l , y  
j~ j l  
on {G < T < if}, and (12.1) is immediate from this. 
Remarks. There is an analogous result in the predictable case: if almost 
surely M has no isolated points and T is an (~-) stopping time then the law 
of (Yt/t) under P"  conditional on ~r,  "~->o, Xa_  = x, L = l, X o =y  and 
{G < T < ~} is Px,t,y. 
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If X is Brownian motion in ll~ and M= {t:X t =0},  then the scaling 
property of Brownian motion implies that L 1/2 X[G + tL], 0 ~ t < 1 is 
independent of L and the law of this process under P" is p0.1,0 in our 
notation. Brownian excursions are often defined in this manner. Similarly if 
X is a stable process of index a, 1 < a < 2, in Y? and M is the closure of 
{t: X t = 0}, then L ~/~ X[G + tL], 0 < t < 1, is independent of L and its law 
is Po,l,0' This amounts to saying that the law of (l-l/axt/i)o<t<l under 
Po,l,o is the same as the law of (X,)o<t< 1under Po,l,o. It is obvious that in 
the Brownian case (a = 2). pO,,O =Po,t,o. It follows, however, from (10.9) 
that this same equality obtains for all a, 1 < a < 2. See the discussion at the 
end of Section 10 of [5] for more explicit information about the various 
entrance laws arising for these processes. 
13. EXCURSIONS STRADDLING A TERMINAL TIME 
To this point we have considered only excursions straddling an (~)  
stopping time or, in the predictable case, an (~-) stopping time. However, 
there are other ways of picking out a particular excursion. For example, in 
studying Brownian excursions from the origin one might be interested in the 
first excursion whose maximum exceeds a given level a. Under p0 this is 
precisely the excursion straddling the terminal time T~--the hitting time of a. 
In this section we shall show that such excursions are governed by the 
measures px,t,y appropriately conditioned. 
The hypotheses et down in the first paragraph of Section 5 are in force 
throughout his section. We fix an exact terminal time T with T= co on 
T )  ~. Then we may suppose without loss of generality that T= JH for some 
HE g × g' - -see (2.14). Let 
G= Gr= sup{s ~< T: s EM},  (13.1) 
D = D r = inf{s > T: s C M}. (13.2) 
On {T/>~} = {T= co}, D= co, and we define L =D- -G  with L = co on 
{T>~}. Note that if R <T,  then R<co and so R<~.  Of course, 
R = inf{t > 0: t C M} here as in the previous sections. Finally define 
*W(F  I T < R) -- *PX(F; T < R)/*px(T < R) (13.3) 
provided 0 < *W(T < R) < co and let *px(F] T < R) = 0 otherwise. Thus 
,px( .  IT < R) is either a probability or the zero measure. 
(13.4) PROPOSITION. Let Z@bcY, FEh~* , f~b~*.  Then 
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(ii) 
(iii) 
Remark. 
(i) E"[Zaf(Xa)Fo Oa;0 < G < T< ¢] 
=E"  £o Z~f(X~) *PX")(F; T <R)  dB,; 
almost surely 0 < *PX(a)(T < R) < oo on {0 < G < T< ~}; 
E"[Z~F o Oa; 0 < G < T< ~] 
< G < r< 
In the sequel we shall abbreviate (iii) by writing 
E" (F  o Oa[~)  = *PX(a)(F IT < R) (13.5) 
on {0 < G < T < ~}. The point is that although {0 < G < T} E ~,  in general 
{T < if} is not in ~.  Also if F E b~-* the function x ~ *px(F[ T < R) is 
only g*  measurable and so the process *PXm(F] T < R) is not optional. But 
even so the right side of (13.5) is in ~r - .  For related matters see Chapter III 
of [211 .
Proof It suffices to prove (i) for fC  b~", since replacing Z, by e-sZ~, 
both sides are finite measures in f Observe that 0 < s = G < T < ff if and 
only if s ~M t ,s  < T, and To 0~ < R o 0~ because, M being closed, T< D if 
G < T < ~. Therefore (i) follows from (5.3). Let N~ = {x: *px(T < R) = oe }. 
Applying (i) with' Z = 1, F = 1, and f= lu~ ° gives 
1 >/Pu(XaCNo~;O < G < T< ~) 
= E" Jlo. r( IN'(Xs)*PXm(T < R)dB~. (13.6) 
But the integrand of the right side of (13.6) is either zero or infinity, and 
consequently P"(X a E N~ ; 0 < G < T < ~) = 0. A similar argument using 
N o = {x: *px(T < R) = 0} completes the proof of (ii). Finally a by now 
standard argument using (i) twice yields (iii). 
We come now to the main result of this section. For its statement define 
ex'"'(FI T < ¢) - T < 0/PX, ' , ' (T  < 
where the ratio is set equal to zero if the denominator vanishes. 
(13.7) THEOREM. Let A={O<G<T;L<~} and FCb~-* .  
almost surely Px(~)'L'x(°-)(T < ~) > 0 on A, and 
Then 
E"[F o k R o OGI,Y~,J->~D,L, XD_ ] = pX(~),L,X(O ) (F IT< C) (13.8) 
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on A. I f  N-{(x, l ,y) :px't 'y[Xo=x,~=l,X~ =y[R<~]=l} ,  then 
(X~ ,L, Xo_ ) E N almost surely on A. 
Proof. Since T = Ju and R = J r for H, F E g × g, {T<R}= 
{T< ~} o k R. Consequently if F~3-* ,  qJ E b(~.~ +× g × g) are positive 
(7.16) implies for a > 0, 
*px[F o kRqJ(R,XR_,X~); T < R; a < R] 
= *Px[P~'R'x(R-)(F; T < Q ~t(R,X R ,XR); a < R]. 
Letting a i 0 we obtain (recall *px(R = O) = O) 
*P~[Fo kR~(R,X R ,XR); T < R] 
= ,px[p~,R,x(R )(F; T < ~)q/(R,XR_, XR) ], (13.9) 
and both sides of (13.9) are finite if *PX(T < R) < oo. 
Next let ZCb~,F  and YCb~ -°, and ~0Cb(~ +×g~). Then using 
(13.4) and arguing as in the proof of (7.7) we obtain 
E~{ZF o O~o(L, Xo_ ) Yo OD;A } 
=E~'{Z *pX(O)[Vo kR~o(R,XR_ ) Yo ORIT < R];A}. (13.10) 
If *P~(T < R) < oo, then by (13.9) and the strong Markov property of the 
measures ,px, 
*pXIF o k.~o(R,XR_ ) Yo OR; T < R] 
= .p~ [p~,R,X(R-)(F; T < ~) (o(R, X R _)Ex(R)(Y)] 
= ,px[px,R.x(R )(F I V < ~) ex,, .x(,-)(r < Q ¢(R, X n_) Ex(R)(Y)] 
= *px[px'R'X(R-)(F[T<~)q~(R, XR )YoOR;T<R ]. 
Substituting this into (13.10) and using (13.4) once again yields (13.8). 
Let h be the indicator of {(x,l,y):px't'Y(T<Q=O}. Then using a 
standard extension of (13.4) and A = {0 < G < T < ~} N {R o 0 c < ~} one 
finds 
E~'[h(X~,L, XD_);A] =E~'[h(X~,R o O~,X R_ o O~);A] 
=EU If h(XG'R(w)'XR-(w)1,Rcw,<~, 
X *PX(~)(dwlR < T);0 < G < T< ~l" 
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But from (13.9) 
*px[h(x,R,XR_); T <R < oo] 
= *?~[h(x,R,X.  )?~'"":("- ' (V< ¢);R < mJ =0, 
proving that almost surely on A, PX(a)'L'X(D-)(T < if) > 0. The final assertion 
in (13.7) is proved exactly as the corresponding assertion in (7.6 viii). 
(13.11) Remarks. There is an analogous result in the predictable case. 
Namely 
Eu[ F° kR ° OGIJ-~-,J->o,L] =Px(G--),L,XCm (FpT< ~). (13.12) 
We leave the details to the reader. The fact that T is a terminal time was 
used in an essential way only in the proof of (13.4) and not in the proof of 
(13.7). (The fact that {T<R} = {T< ~} o k R is true for arbitrary stopping 
times since {T<R} E~ .) Thus the results of (13.7) are valid for any 
stopping time T for which (13.4) or something like it can be established. 
Related questions are considered by J. W. Pitman within the context of point 
processes over general Markov processes in an as yet unpublished paper. 
APPENDIX:  THE FILTRATION (~)  
We examine in this appendix some properties of Maisonneuve's filtration 
(riD, introduced in Section 6. The main result (A.5) is used here only in § 11, 
where it is crucial in studying the effects of excursion reversals. In addition 
to this, (A.5) gives an intuitively appealing description (A.8ii) of what it 
means to be a stopping time over (~) .  
Duality assumptions are not needed in this section. However, so as to 
avoid to the greatest possible extent difficulties with null sets, we shall 
suppose that G t _= sup{s ~< t: s C M} has the property, identically on ,c2, 
if X,(co) =Xu(oY) for all u <~ t, then Gt(co ) = G,(co'). (A. 1) 
It is also assumed that .c2 is the canonical space of paths. Note that (A.I)  is 
satisfied if, as in this paper, M is of the form {t > 0: (Xt_,Xt)EF}, or i fM  
is the left-closure in ]0, ~[ of {t > 0: X t C E0}, where E 0 E g is finely closed. 
What we seek is characterizations of (r id stopping times and their 
associated a-algebras by means which are algebraic in the sense of tests of 
the type (A.1). See [2, IV, 99-101]. Our first result describes the special case 
when T is constant. 
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(A.2) PROPOSITION. If H E ~tt, then there exists ~q C ~ with H = H 
a.s. such that 
if Gt(co ) = Gt(co') and X,(co) = X,(co') for 
all u ~ Gt(co ), then/4(co) = H(co'). (A.3) 
Proof It is a trivial consequence of the decompletion theorem [21, 
(23.3iii)] that for every process Z which is optional over (~)  there exists Z, 
indistinguishable from Z relative to every P", such that 
if X,(co) = X,(co') for all u <~ t, then Zt(co ) = Zt(co' ). (A.4) 
By definition of (~-), if H C J t  then H = Z(Gt) for some Z optional over 
(~) .  Choose Z as above and set H = Z(Gt). Then (A.3) follows from (A.4) 
with t replaced by Gt(co ). 
(A.5) THEOREM. Let T be a stopping time over (~ such that ITI n M 
is evanescent. 
(i) One may select a null set f2 o such that for all ~, co' C f2 - £2 o, one 
has 
if T(CO) 4 t, Gt(co ) = Gt(of ), and X,(co) = Xu(co' )
for all u <~ Gt(co ), then T(co) = T(co'). (A.6) 
(ii) I f  H C bJ-~T then one may select a null set 1-21 such that for all 
co, ~o' C ~2 - f21 one has 
if Gr(cO ) = Gr(co' ) and X.(co) = X.(co') for all u <~ Gr(co ), 
then H(co) = H(co'). (A.7) 
Proof Because of the nature of the conclusions (i) and (ii), one may 
modify T on a null set without affecting those conclusions. Set 
T" (co)=(k+l ) /2"  if k /2"<~T(co)<(k+l ) /2"  and T"(co)=oo if 
T(co) = oo. Then the T" are stopping times over (J~) which decrease to T as 
n--+ oo. Since M is closed and G r < Ta.s. on {T< ~},  G(T") = G(T) for all 
sufficiently large n, almost surely. Using (A.2), select sets Ak, . C ~/2 ,  such 
that {T" = k/2"} =Ak,  . a.s. for every k, n and such that lak,° satisfies (A.3) 
with t = k/2". Now define T" by 
T"(co) = inf{k/2": co E Ak,,}, 
where, as usual, inf ~ c~. Obviously T" = T" a.s. Define now 
T(co) = lim sup Tn(co), and set -O0 -- {co: T(co) C M(co)} U {T4: T}. It is clear 
607/45/3-7 
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that Y20 is null. Fix t > 0 and suppose co, co '~ Y20, that Gt(co ) = @(co'), 
X,(co) -- X,(co') for all u ~< G,(co) and T(co) ~< t. We consider separately the 
two cases t E M(co), t~  M(t~). In the first case, Gt(co ) --- Gt+~(co ) < t for all 
sufficiently small e >0.  In particular Gt(co' ) <t  so t¢-M(co') ,  and 
Gt+~(co' ) = Gt(co' ) < t for all sufficiently small e > 0. Now, T(co) < t + e for 
all e>0 and for sufficiently small e>0,  Gt+~(co)=Gt+~(co' ) and 
X~(oJ)----X~(co') for all u~Gt+c(co ). Also for sufficiently small ~ >0 and 
sufficiently large n, T"(co) < t + e, and consequently, for such e and n, 
ogE~ {Ak, , :k /2"  < t+e}.  (A.8) 
k 
We may now use the property (A.3) of 1Ak,, to find that co' belongs to the 
right side of (A.8). Retracing the steps made above, it follows that T(co') ~< t. 
It now follows exactly as in the proof of [2, IV, I00] that T(co ' )= T(o~). We 
have now proved (i). 
For (ii) fix H~r .  By the definition of this a-algebra there exists a 
process Z which is optional over (,_~-) such that H = Z(GT) on [G r < c~ }. 
Let Z be chosen indistinguishable from Z and satisfying (A.4). Def ine / t  by 
H = Z(Gr)  l l~< ~j + H lt~T_~ I. 
Obviously H =/q  a.s. Set/21 = {H4:/4}. If co, co' ~ I21 and if 09, co' satisfy 
the conditions in (A.7), observe first of all that if G~(og) = ~ then co = 09' so 
H(co)=H(co') .  It may therefore be assumed that Gr(co ) < c~. Write 
t = Gr(co)_ - and note that (A.4) implies that ~(co) = Zt(co') and consequently 
/-1(co) = H(co'), so that finally, H(co)= H(eo'). 
(A.9) Remarks. (i) The restriction in (A.5) to the case ~T] cM c is not 
a serious restriction because in application one works on the event 
{G T < T < ~}. If T is an arbitrary stopping time over (J~), set T'(co) =- T(co) 
if T(co) ~ Me(co), T'(co) : ~ otherwise. Then T' is also a stopping time over 
(J~)t since M = {t > 0: A t = 0} is optional over (~) .  In addition, Gr, = Gr 
on {G r < T < ~}. In other words one may apply (A.5) to T' to obtain results 
about 7". 
(ii) An intuitive description of an (j4~) stopping time T is that on the set 
{G r < T < Dr}, T may depend only on information before G r and on the age 
A r of the excursion straddling T, and not on "geometric" properties of X in 
]Gr,  Dr~ such as what X hits. 
Note added in proof. The article by Pitman referred to at the end of Section 13 has now 
appeared in "Seminar on Stochastic Processes, 1981," Birkh~iuser, 1982. Among other things, 
Pitman shows that the a-algebras ~-r0 ~r  described in Section 6 and the Appendix are in 
fact identical if T is a stopping time for (~) .  In the same volume, the authors give some 
extensions of the results of Sections 11 and 13. 
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